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EDITORIAL FELICITIES.
The following sketch will serve, as the al
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
manacks say, with a little variation) to any
JAMES ,K. REMICH.
part of New England :
Office on theMain-Str6et,--opposite the Meeting-House.
“ You did not notice our meeting for the
bloody spittu
terms of the gazette and palladium.
formation of a Temperance Society and the
t|Veri sl'rivelkJ
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
lecture, in our part of the town,” says a
a eniaciation J
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
young
and very promising actor.
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—Nd
No, sir, you did not send us any notice
1^
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
of your proceedings, and we did not hear
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
01 the menial^
of them in season for insertion.
The
publisher
does
not
hold
himself
responsible
for
II, 11 whispers k
“ In your notice ofthe fire last Monday,
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
emilies> anhpij j
you gave offence to several of the Firemen
'charged for its insertion.
by stating that--------- did not arrive in sea
]ges of Illis complt
son, without assigning the reason ; and they
MISCELLANEOUS.
lVed remedieseven
say, they shall not take your paper any
PLAISTER MILLS.
longer.”
ELFE’S
We paid a visit to these new mills, and
Sir, we said all the circumstances requi
the works connected therewith, recently, red, and no more.
Pills,
and think that our readers will be interested
“ Catharine Catchall says she wishes you
powerful, andjet!
in some notice of them. They are situated would print more stories, such as she reads
cent preparaiibo^
on Morton’s Cove which makes in near the in Mr. Flathead’s paper.”
rapid cores uponp
head of Johnson’s for as it is sometimes
“ You took no notice of the parade of our
/e b(,en far advi®
railed ^umnHTv’sJ Bay, ai d distant from company of Ranged, last week,” says a
mPtion, anhhofe
Lubec village about one mile,'by water, anef newly elected young officer, with his plume
"jees wli/cb
three miles, by land.
The Cove is a safe ’
waving and epaulette shining upon him —
lion ofthe disoritj,
and commodious anchorage for vessels, and “ other papers notice such events ; but you
ILLS have alsog
affords 15 feet of water at the Mills.
The keep driving on upon politics, week after
a racier as a Pe£|Jfi
Plaister Mill is three stories high, 80 feet week, as if the most interesting proceedings
he most unexpecteds
long, and 40 feet wide, with a one story ad which take place among us, were beneath
g under the comft
dition 24 feet wide, so that its width, on the your notice. We are determined to set up
y acrid humorsirffe
lower floor, is
feet. Another building, a new paper, which will be more interest
by dvfluctasoiii
intended for storing the Plaister after it is ing.”
iich deprive thesiife
ready for shipping, is also connected with it,
Well Captain Dandy, we are out of the
illy introduce
which is 46 feet long, 24 feet wide, and two train band, and have not the power of ubi
affections,
stories high.
To the Eastward of, and ad quity. We were even out of the sound of
promote easy expttb
joining these, and near the centre of the your fife and drum, and knew not till this
illy relieve, andoltf
Cove, there is a wharf 258 feet long, 50 feet moment that you had a parade.
t obstinate anddistr®
wide, and capable of holding 6000 tons of
“ We like what you said the other day,
- Co/rfs are iwfc
Plaister. From this wharf, there is a Rail- about the proceedings of our Independent
n a few hours.
- Road, upon which the Plaister is conveyed Company of Young Volunteers.
You
and suffocating®
in cars, drawn by water power, to the third touched that subject about right,” said one
t, the Pills give Ir
story, thrown into the crackers, and prepar of the members.
mitigate thecompfo
ed for grinding.
In passing through the
Well we are glad any body is pleased.
a radical weM
Crackers, it is conducted to the Hoppers in
But he is scarcely gone, when another
raracterized by lib
the second story, and there ground. Thence with disappointment in his countenance,
ness and strictweac^
it passes into troughs in the lower story, is \says—
e lungs, oppressive^
weighed, packed in quarter ton casks, and
“ Miss Graceful was not pleased with the
mghing, hoarser«
rolled across the mill to the storing house. remarks in your last paper concerning her
¡er asthmatics)^
Up to its reception there, and indeed, till it address, made to the Independent Company
re in ordinary ti»t
is on shipboard, but little human labor is of Volunteers, on delivering their standard.
ay beadministM
required. At present, there are 5 pairs of She is too modest for praise—too sensitive
y to all ages aw
Crackers and 10 pairs of Stones ; but the for rebuke. She dislikes to have any no
i)pled success bib
building is capacious enough for doubling tice taken of her performances, or any re
rd ministration
the former, and adding 8 to the latter, marks made upon them.”
nd the PropritiH
though it is not probable, that any increase
Indeed 1—Well, that seems to be her pe
which testify It:!'
will be necessary, as it is supposed, that 100 culiarity, not our fault. Truly, it is a sin
■ the emacWii
tons can now be cracked, ground, packed gular case, but the world is full of strange
■ase and rfslifiijll
and shipped in twelve hours. A few feet things.
ccustomed Wh
south of the Plaister Mill, is a Saw Mill, one
“ Grandma wants more accidents and
story high, 70 feet long, and 28 feet wide, murders.”
which contains two saws.
Adjoining this,
LCIAL EffiCU, ■
“ Mr. Hickory says your paper has too
’ administtalinijl
is a Stave Mill, two stories high, 70 feet much about the deposites and not enough
long, and 33 feet wide, in which there are about the Bank.”
tic andCowifflj)?«!
five circular saws, and a heading machine.
d in th /onom’
This is but a part of the catalogue. Fpr
The timber intended for staves, is first saw an editor to attempt to please all, or to give
mses.
ed into bolts, and after repeated operations, offence to none, is the most ridiculous thing
. D. and
is made completely ready to be set up in the ever attempted. We had rather see one as
Asthmatic Pills (Hi
casks, by water agency.
Besides these ex independent as a lord, and as saucy as a
spoken of by tat k
tensive buildings, there are a number of work tin pedler, than to see him afraid of pub
shops, and all the necessary dwellings for lishing any thing, which truth and public
City, was three,®
the accommodation of the superintendents welfare require—any thing but a newspaper
¡th constirapiwsj’
and workmen.
The water power is im which can neither please nor displease.
side, almost pet|#
mense, and sufficient, it is believed, to carry
flood, general
not only the present, but more machinery
Hints to Houseivives.—About the last of
¡sing state, iinablt(oi
than can be erected on the site. The water May, or the first of June, the little millers
ing to live matydayt
which has been provided for the use of these which lay moth-eggs, begin to appear.—
take Dr.RelfO
mills, is enclosed in two ponds, which con Therefore brush all your woollens, and pack
j Dr. Jebb’s L*
tain at least 130 acres, and are united by a them in a dark place covered with linen.—
er side, ffbichsitei
canal, cut through from Johnson’s to South Pepper, red cedar chips, tobacco,—indeed
meat of every oW
Bay, a distance of about 70 rods. This ca almost any strong spicy smell, is good to
is perfectly resto^
nal, though short, was very expensive, and keep moths out of your chests and drawers.
caused more trouble and perplexity than But nothing is so good as camphor. Sprin
wasse«
any other part of the works.
The nature kle your woollens with camphorated spirit,
, spitting of bH4
of the soil, as well as other circumstances, and scatter pieces of camphor gym among
! taking twoM«
has caused an excavation, its whole length, them, and you will never be troubled with
■ boxifl”'*1
of about 140 feet wide at the top, 26 feet at moths. Some people buy camphor wood
restored »f*11
the bottom, and 30 feet deep. The wester trunks, for this purpose ; but they are very
,„in
ly dam, (or that across an arm of South expensive and the gum answers just as well
or years by a
Bay) is said, by an eminent engineer, to be
The first young leaves of the common
iad tried**
perfect of its kind. Its length, including a currant bush, gathered as soon as they put
(I, which wlj111
small island, is nearly 1300 feet. Of this out, and dried on tin, can hardly be distin
ief.antl «»W
distance, 803 feet is 35 feet wide, 24 feet guished from green tea.
■ complttifh ;
high, faced on each side with limber, spoiled
Cream of Tartar rubbed upon soiled
ove Pills,
in the centre, and filled'up with clay. The white kid gloves cleanses them very much.
any thing
lower dam, for that near the mills on John
Fr. Housewife.
- at M—>'d
son’s Bayj is built in the same manner,
though it is but 150 feet long, 34 feet wide,#?
Management of Calves in Holland.—
■« bad »»Sh’ “ J
16 feet high. In this last dam are the Flume From the fact that Hollanders are distin
k'' 3
Gates. That for the Plaister Mill , opens into guished tor their dairy husbandry, their man
ion »as iiWG
a Flume, one hundred and ninety feet long, agement of calves is deserving of attention.
f that comP1“;
twenty feet wide, and sixteen feet high. We find the following in the transactions of
Another Flume for the Saw and Stave Mills, the Highland Society of Scotland.—
Relfe’sA*'
is of proportional dimensions.
“ The most approved method of treating
■ boxes
In closing our imperfect description of the calf is as follows :—It is immediately
2 pills, tri* M
this great and expensive establishment, we after its birth taken from the cow, put in a
ne unless si!'“1 *
would remark that the work throughout, separate place, and laid on dry straw. A
bears evidence of strength, neatness and little salt is given, and the tongue and mouth
durability.
The outlines which we have rubbed with it. It is also rubbed clean with
given, will convey a tolerable idea of the straw. After the lapse of six or eight hours,
magnitude of the works, and of the extent the first beastingsof the mother cow, diluted
Conway ®
of the business which they are intended to with water,is given to the calf to drink, and
,ont>»»'
perform. They were commenced, original this treatment is continued for some days,
ly, as a private enterprise, by Jeremiah the liquid being given thrice a day. There
-nearC L#
Fowler, Esq. of Lubec, but subsequently, after, during two or three weeks, they give
the plan having been enlarged, a "company the calf the milk as it comes from the cows
was formed, and an Act of Incorporation diluted with one-fourth water, in which now
untto*'**
obtained for it, under the name ofthe Lu and then a small handful of sand is put; then
bec Manufacturing Company.” This Com churn-milk is gradually given, and it is sup
pany has the right to use a capital of 100,000 plied with hay; at the age of ten weeks
dollars, which sum, it is supposed, will be it is also supplied with skimmed milk,
rflCE* ,
required to complete its plans, and stock churned milk,, or whey. In this way each
• bavin£k,wW
the mills and shops. To the proprietors of farmer raises the proper number of quey
KennebvÍ
this, the third Manufactory, which has risen calves to fill up vacancies ; but calves fat
or one yea1’
up in our immediate neighborhood, within tened for sale have milk from the cow three
the last few years, we wish a business cor times a day.
iVork-H*^
responding with their outlays, perseverance
harboring o is,
“ For some days' after calving the cow is
and enterprise—for if they obtain that—it milked thrice a day, and they then return to
aid town, ippoi'!.
will be ample,—Sentinels
the usual practice of milking twice a day.”
I, e llmely afe
)lary remedies
^^huccesJ

tic
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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

In his Protest, the President declares that (
Copy of a letter written by feenjamin
African Expedition.—The enterprising- ÁP
he bears upon his person the enduring me Franklin to a clergyman who came for the rican traveller,'Richard Lander, was fifed up
morials of that contest in which liberty was recovery of his health, and lived or boarded on and severely wounded by the Natives ori
purchased. The following extract from With Dr. Franklin’s family; Going away he the Nunn river Where he had gone for thè
Major Eaton’s Biography of Gen. Jackson wrote back acknowledging kindness, and to purpose of trade, early in the mdnth Of Jan¿
Whose letter this is supposed to be an answer. uary, and he died at Fernando Po on the 2d
shews, that the memorials in question were
of Feb. The following extract of a letter
rtìlLADELPHÌA, JUNE 3, 1758.
not received in battle.—Boston Patriot.
from Capt. Fuge, of the Crown; contains alt
SiRj—I received your kind letter ofthe 2d the particulars of this event yet known. Mn
11 At the tender age of 14, with his brother
instant,
and
am
glad
to
hear
that
you
increase
Robert, he [Andrew Jackson] hastened to
Lander was buried by Capì. Frige on ttíé day
in health. I hope you will continue mending
the American camp, and < .¡gaged in the till you recover strength and firmness. Let he died.
“ Mr. Richard Ladder expired at Ferndfidtí
service of his country. His eldest brother, me know whether you still use the cold bath,
who had previously joined the army, had and what effect it has. As to the kindness Po, on Sunday, the d of February, bn hid
way up into the interior with a Schooner boat
lost his life. The American.., unequal as you mention, I wish I could have been of I loaded
with goods for trade, find two càfioeè
well by the inferiority of their numbers, as more service to you ; but if I had the only I which were tbwed from Cape Codst by the
of their discipline, to engage the British thanks that I should desire is that you would cutter Crown. He wiiS attacked on all Sided
army in battle, retired before it into the inte always be ready to serve any other person by bushmen, all armed with musketry. Ond
rior of North Carolina ; but when they heard that may need your assistance ; and so let white and two black men were killed ; one
good offices go round, for mankind are all of
that Lord Cornwallis had crossed the Yad a family.—For my own part, when I am em woman and a child, with a boy weté taken
kin, they returned in small detachments to ployed in serving others, I do not look upon prisoners. Mr. Lander and the remaindef
their native State.--The British commander myself as conferring favors, but as paying fortunately managed to get into one of the éanoes and pull for their lives. Mr. Lander re
informed of the return of he settlers of debts. In my travels and since my settle ceived a shot in his hip ; a seaman and twd
Waxsaw, Major Coffin, .was imm-’ Lately ment, I have received much kindness from Kroomen were also severely wounded. They
despatched thither for tlieif capture and des men, to whom I shall nevef have an oppor left the Crown to prúcéui! up the river ótì thè
truction.
Hearing of their approch, the tunity of making the least direct return, and 13th, and returned to the Cutter on the 21st
numberless mercies from God, who is infi of January. They Jost every thing belong
settlers appointed the Waxsaw meeting nitely
above being benefitted by our services;
house as the place of rendezvous. About These kindnesses from men I can only there ing to them,- excepting What clothed they had
40 of them had assembled at this point, when fore return on their fellowmen, and can show on them. Mr. Lander Jost al) his papers, not
one remains to be showm The Crown goi
the enemy approached; keeping the Tories my gratitude for those mercies from God by under way, and arrived at Fernando Po, ori
a
readiness
to
help
his
other
children,
and
toy
dressed in the common garb of the country
Sunday the 26th. Mr. Lander’s wound had
io front, thereby the little band of patriots brethren : for I do not thihk that thanks told mortified, but he died quite composed?*
were completely deceived, taking them Lr compliments, though repeated weekly, Can
Lt. Allen R. N. who had been exploring
Capt. Nisbet’s company, which they were discharge our obligations to each other, much the Niger, arrived at Plymouth on Tuesday
less to our Creator.—You will see in this; my
expecting. Eleven Were taken prisoners, notion of good works, that I am far front ex last, in the Talbot, 28. Lieut. Allen has com-;
tile rest with difficulty .fled, scattering and pecting to merit heaven by them.—By heaven pleted his surveys, and immediately set off
London, with the interesting results of kid
betaking themselves to the woods for con we understand a state of happiness, infinite for
expedition.
cealment. Of those who thus escaped; in degree, and eternal in duration. I cari do
though Closely pursued, were Andrew Jack- nothing to deserve such a reward.—He that
Immigration.—[From the Detroit Ùéufièr/
son and his brother, who entering a secret for giving a draught of Water to a thirsty per May 21.} Our streets are again thronged
bank of a creek close at hand, avoided for son should expect to be paid with a planta with life, and crowds of emigrants are daily,
tion, would be moderate in his demand com
the night the pursuits of the enemy. The pared with those who think they deserve arriving, filling all our hotels and places Of
next day, however, having gone to a neigh heaven for the little good they do on éarth. public resort to overflowing. It is Computed
that on Friday and Saturday of the past Week
boring house for the purpose of procuring Even the mixt imperfect pleasures we enjoy alone, not less than two thousand strangers'
sbmething to eat, they were broken in upon in this world, are rather from God’s goodness arrived in the different boats at our wharves,,
and made prisoners by Coffin’s dragoons, than our merit—how much more such hap Some are reloading their frirniture, and start
and a party of lories who accompanied them. piness.—For my own part, I have not the ing at once in caravans for the interior With*
Being placed under guard, Andrew was or vanity to think that I deserve it, the folly to their families ; while others who are éîthef
dered in a very imperious tone by a British expect it, nor the ambition to desire it ? but more at leisure, or are awaiting publié con
content myself in submitting to the will and
officer to clean his boots. This order he disposal ot that God who made, and has hith veyances, are grouped around #itfr pocket
positively and peremptorily refused to obey, erto blessed me; and in Whose fatherly good maps of the peninsula in their hands?,'tracing',
their routes from this great rendezvous of
alledging that he looked for stich treatment ness I may well confide; that he will never western adventurers. There are expression^
as a prisoner of war had a right to expect. make me miserable ; and that the affliction of satisfaction! and Cheerfulness in these
Incensed at this refusal, the officer aimed a that I may at atty time suffer, shall tend to strange faces which argue any thing but dis-,
blow at his head with a drawn sword, which my benefit. The faith you mention has appointment or discontent at the aspect of
would Very probably have terminated his doubtless its use in the world ; I do not de Michigan on the introduction.
to see it diminished, nor would I desire
existence, had he not parried its effects by site
to lessen it in any man, but I wish it Was
The Growing Cottons—Àccoutìig from thé
throwing up his left hand, on which be re mòre productive of good wOtks, than I have
northern and western portions of our country
ceived a severe wound.”
generally seen it. I mean teal good works have been received within a few days, which
—works of charity, kindness; mercy and pub spoke of the cold weather as having doné
How to preserve Health.—An ancient lic spirit ; not holyday keeping, sermon read mischief among the young cotton. We have
Philosopher once said. “ If you find it ne ing or hearing, performing chiirch ceremonies thought it worth while to inquire among
cessary to have recourse to Medicines, there or making long prayers filled with flatteries those of our mercantile friends who have the
even by
wise toen, most extensile correspondence with those
are three which you may make use of with and compliments,
■
' despised
*------------j ---------safety, a tranquil mind, moderate exercise, I
™uch. !ess?5^a!i),.e of Posing the Deity. sections of country, and the result is the Con
The worship of God is a duty ; the hearing viction that tro serious injury has beeri sus
and temperate diet.
and reading of sermons may be useful ; but tained.—Thé latest letters do riot confirió the
The celebrated French Physician, Dum if men rest in hearing and praying, (as toO
oulin, on his death-bed, when surrounded many do) it is as if a tree should value itself apprehensions which were expressed in those
received some days ago, and indeed , do not
by the most celebrated Physicians of Paris, on being watered, and putting forth leaves, say any thing about the matter. The des
who regretted the loss which the profession though it never produced Fruit.
truction of the cotton crop of the Ü. States/
Your good Master thought much less Of would be one of the most tmhappy events’
would sustain in his death, said “ Mv friends
I leave behind me three physicians, much these outward appearances and professions, within the range of possibility. It would
greater than myself.—Being pressed to name than many of his modern disciples. He pre cause irretrievable injury in the cotton grow
the doers of the ib'ord, to the mere hearers, ing country, and it worild cause great distress
them, each believing himself to be one ofthe ferred
the son that seemingly refused to obey his
three, he answered, Water, Exercise and father, and yet performed his commands, to at the north. It would Completely overWhelrff
England, and turn hundreds of thousands out
Diet.
him that professed his readiness but neglect of her population beggars into’ the streets. A
ed the work ; the heretical but charitable war with all Europe would hardly do het“ so
Close Trimming.—N gentleman in this Samaritan, to the uncharitable Priest and
much harm. Cotton is not Only apparel but
vicinity, who had a fine young orchard, sànétified Levite ; and those who gave food food, and most emphatically the staff of life'
hired, yesterday, a stout, smart looking to the hungry, drink to the thirsty, raiment to millions of our fellow beings. The fail
Irishman to work on his place. Paddy rec" to the naked, entertainment to the stran ure ofthe crop in the Uriited States,- therefore/
omtnended himself as an excellent gardener; ger, and relief to the sick, and though which supplies three-fourths of the consump
and said he knew“ how to thrim trees, as they had never heard of his name, he de tion of the World, would produce a dègreé
clares, shall in the last days be accepted,
well as ever a mother’s son of the best of when those who cry Lord ! Lord ! who val and extent of distress, Which cannot be imag
them.” Accordingly, he was told to go out ue themselves on their faith as if it were suf ined.
Jour, of Commerces
in the morning and trim all the trees in the ficient to perform miracles, but Lave neglect
orchard. When the employer came home ed good works, shall be rejected. He pro
NEW-YORK; MAY 24.
to dinner he accosted the laborer—“ Well fessed that he came not to call the righteous,Thé Lake Steamboats.—But a few shorf
Patrick have you trimmed the trees ?”-_ but the sinners to repentance. I Wish more
years have passed away since a steamboat:
“ No surely your honor not entirely.”-— humility, and to you health and happiness.
first plied the great inland sea that borders*
Being your friend and servant.
“ How’s that ? I told you too.” « An how
B. FRANKLIN. the limits of our State ; and now Scarcely a
could 1 do the same, ail at once ? Hav’nt
week passes but we have some áéCoúrit of
1 cut down every divil a one of ’em—an, by
new boats added to those already afloat ori,
Compression
of
Water.
—
Mr.
Jacob
Perkins
the powers, wont I thrim ’em immadiately ?” has invented an apparatus, Which, by hydros- the waters of Erie and Ontario. Instead of
So indeed it was—two hundred dollars worth tic pressure, compresses water to an extent a boat calling onde eveiy week, or onCe in“
of orchard trees had fallen a sacrifice to the equal to one fourteenth part of its volume. two weeks, at the several harbors, on thé
Lakes, almost every little port has its steamer/
hard-laboring zeal of this son of blunders.
The force employed is equivalent to a pres and
of them of large dimensions, and
sure of 300,000 lbs. to the square inch, and is somemany
Lowell Journal.
that will vie with our most favored
applied to other fluids. In most ofour works boats of the Atlantic cities. There will bé
Recipe for making a short Passage.— On natural philosophy, waiter is treated as upwards of thirty steamboats on Lake Erie
Honest David Crocket’s motto reminds us incompressible and non-elastic; by this ap alone during the season, besides those con
of a recipe for making a quick passage across paratus the opposite of these two proposi nected With them, and running on Detroit?
the Atlantic, given by an old ship-master of tions is clearly shown. There was a consid river and lake Michigan. A statement Which',
erable difficulty in getting a vessel capable of
this city some years since, who had always resisting so high a pressure ;■ and the chief we recently saw, says that the number of
been remarkable for making short passages. feature of this instrument is the manner of schooners on Lake Erie, is upwards Of One
Whether bis vessel was in ballast, or deeply constructing the cylinder, which is formed ot hundred and fifty, and before the clóséóf thé
laden, a clump or a fast sailer, he always a series of concentric tubes ;■ thus the inner season; will exceed tWO hundred?
brought the latest intelligence from the port or small tube is first formed by welding, and
More Shipwrecks.—A few days sirice wé
he sailed from. A friend asked him one is turned accurately on the outer surface ;■ published a list of ieri Square rigged vessels;
the
next
tube
is
then
formed
1
,
and
is
accurate

day, how it happened that he always made
ly turned on the inner surface, and the bore bound from the old country to Quebec, which
such short passages ? The answer was : of this second or outer tube is just too small have been east awáy this season, accompani
“ Why, always on leaving port, I get my to receive the first tube, but, in order that ed by the loss of 456 lives, besides all oh
ship’s head in the right direction as soon ds it may do so, it is heated, till, by expansion, board a bark Unknown. The Montreal Ga
possible, and then—let her go.—Bos. Jour. it is capable of receiving the first tube within zette received last evening, adds eight inore'
it, and in cooling, the second tube shrinks on to the number Of vessels, accompanied With'
248 lives, making a’ total of 18 vessels; ariff
The following colloquy was overheard by the first tube and strongly embraces them 704 lives lost ! j
the Editor of the New York Sun who loves together ; a third tube, a fourth, and so on,
are similarly put on, till a cylinder is produ
to tell a good story.
ced capable of withstanding any pressure.
tt seems that at the late Races óii thè Wash
Good Logic.—Said Dinah to Sambo (as
Repository of Invention^.
ington course General Jacfcson’s houses took
they were taking a lovely promenade on the
the purse for two successive days.—Call you'
Battery9 Sambo, now do you link de mar
A New Idea.—A merchant received,- yester this gambling, or can the King do no Wrong ?
ried life de mos happyest ?”
day, a letter from a young man in his em —In a New York papér of the 3d of June ié
“ Woll, I’ll tell you,” said Sambo, <{ dat ployment, from which we are permitted to the following—& lot Of bullocks were solei
arr pends alltogedder how dey enjoy dem make the following extract. ‘‘ Concerning yesterday at Olir cattle market from the farm?
my sickness, I suppose you have been inform of Henry Clay—they were good looking an
selves.”
ed. I suffered every thing but death, and had imals.”—NoW Which is the Horse Jockey afidi
Gambler and which the Farmer ?
Court of Appeals.—A Justice in New that taken place at one time, it would have
Portsmouth JournalJersey, lately sentenced two men to be been fifty dollars in my pocket.”
,
Boston
Transcript.
whipped', for stealing oysters, and after the
To make sick horses' drink freely'.—N bot^e
operation was performed, he said they might
The Eliza, of 850 tons, from London for has a very sweet tooth,—When he is unwell
if they chose, appeal from the decision of New York, with 2550 [?l passengers, arr. at and wont drink, mix molasses or coarse browri?
the Court.'
Deal 29th April.
Sugar in the Water ; he will then drinkfreelyo-
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Fourth of July.—Preparations are mak
Clav me
the vieiK
Clerk was
ordered to
to which (now the question is ended)
ciay,
was uiucivu
w bring up the ,! seat,
ing
in several places in this State for the cel
.
.i
_
______
i
___
PYnrptis
nur
hphp.r
that
he
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE, list of the signatures to the several memorials we feel bound to express our belief that he
ebration
of the approaching anniversary ofour
relating to the public distress, to the present was justly entitled, according to the, decis
“SATURDAY, JUNE 21, 1834.
TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION.
National Independence. In Bangor, an ora
time.—The special order relating to the ions of the House itself.
Post Office Department.—We publish tion is to be delivered before the Whigs by
French claims was called up, when, on mo
SENATE.
FRIDAY, JUNE 13.
tion of Mr. Chambers, the Senate adjourned.
to-day a portion of the Report of the Com W. P. Fessenden. The Jackson party will
MOND AY, JUNE 9.
The resolution of Mr. J. Q. Adams, relative
Mr. Robbins presented the resolutions of
to the deposite Banks, was discussed until the mittee on the Post-Office, made in the Senate have a distinct celebration.—The Whigs of
TUESDAY, JUNE 10.
the General Assembly of Rhode Island, re
of the United States on the 9th inst. This Ellsworth have appointed Thomas Robinson
No business ofimportance was transacted. expiration of the hour allotted to resolutions.
monstrating against the late measures of the
The bill to fix theNorthern boundary ofOhio ; document should be carefully perused by ev- to deliver an oration before them on that day.
Executive. After the presentation of various
was referred to a select committee of seven ' ery individual who is desirous of learning —John S. Abbott has accepted the invita
memorials on the same subject, Mr. Ewing
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11.
members. The joint resolution from the
from the committee on Post Offices and Post
' how the affairs of the National Govern tion of the Whigs of Waterford, to deliver an
After the presentation of several memori
Roads, who were instructed to investigate the als, and a brief discussion of the amendments Senate, declaring the reasons for the removal ment are administered by its present rulers,
oration before them on the 4th.
of
the deposites, given by the Secretary of
condition of the Post Office Department, pre of the Constitution, proposed by Mr. Bibb,
sented a report on the subject, concluding the motion to print 30,000 copies extra of the the Treasury, insufficient, was taken up. Mr. ' whether or not there be corruption among
The Whigs of Bangor assembled at the
Polk moved that it belaid upon the table. those to whom have been entrusted the manwith the following resolutions.
reports on the Post Office Department came
motion prevailed, ayes 114, noes 101.
City Hall, on the evening of the 12th instant,
1. Resolved, That it is proved and admit rip for consideration. After a protracted de The
■
agernent
of
its
concerns,
and
in
what
manner
!
The second resolution, ordering the restora-1
---------ted that large sums of money havb been bor bate, this motion prevailed, ayes 26, noes 14. tion ofthe deposites, was also on motion of the People’s money is expended. Coming, ' to hear the report of a committee appointed
rowed at different Banks, by the Postmaster
Mr. Polk, laid upon the table by a vote of ,as
report does, from a large and intelli at a previous meeting, to whom was referred
General, in order to make up the deficiency,
THURSDAY, JUNE 12.
118 to 88. The bill to revive the act, grant-11 gent committee of the Senate, and presented the subject of a preamble amUresolutiomis,‘ exin the means of carrying on the business of
No business of public importance appears ing preemption right to settlers on the public , 7 ...
the Post Office Department, without authori
lands, was passed.-The bill making appro-1
that body, as it was,i as the result of the pressiveofthesenseentertainedbythemeetto
have been transacted in the Senate.
ty given by any law of Congress ; and that,
prïations^for Indian annuities was considered ! investigations of the committee while in the | mg, of the recent conduct of the President,
as Congress alone possesses the power to bor
-u-- discharge o>f their official duties, it cannot be ¡and of the general course and tendency of
FRIDAY, JUNE 13.
until the hour of adjournment.‘ [The- above
row money on the credit of the United States,
jt c tains ai true exposition of the prominent measures ofhis administration,
A bill for the repair of the Mars Hill Mil mentioned votes, relative to the resolutions of do
all such contracts for loans by the Postmaster
itary Road in Maine, was ordered to a third Mr. Clay, are considered decisive of their late the affairs of the General Post Office, and that | as well as to consider the nature and the remGeneral are illegal and void.
2. Resolved, That the several reports of reading. The special order, being the bill to for the present session.]
the facts adduced are well authenticated and I edy for the evils the country has how occathe Postmaster General contain statements provide for the claims due on account of
SATURDAY, JUNE 14.
entitled to implicit credit. The supposition sion so much to deplore.’—The Committee
which, in subsequent papers he admits to be French spoliations prior to 1800, was taken
Mr.
McKim
of
Maryland
asked
the
unan

is not for a moment admissible, that such reported for the consideration of the meeting,
up,
and
made
the
order
of
the
day
for
Tues

erroneous ; that others, especially those of
the 18th of April, 1832, and the 3d of March, day ; amotion made by Mr. Forsyth, for its imous consent of members to submit a reso men as compose the Committee on the Post a long and able preamble and several spirited
1834, are inconsistent with each other ; and postponement till the next session, having lution, authorizing the issue of treasury notes, Office in the U. S. Senate, or a majority of resolutions, condemnatory of the conduct of
that, therefore, reliance cannot be placed on been rejected, ayes 16, noes 26. The Senate to the amount of $15,000,000, as a national them, would prepare and send forth a docu- Gen. Jackson in relation to the removal ofthe
the truth and accuracy ot the communications then proceeded to the consideration of Exec currency, to be loaned by the Government.
utive business, until the hour of adjournment. His request was not granted. The bills mak merit like this, in reference to one of the most' Government Deposites, towards the U. States
made by the Department.
ing appropriations for the West Point x4cad- important national establishments, without in-¡ Senate and of his frequent exercise of the
3. Resolved, That it is fully proved, that
emy and regulating the coinage, were report- dubitable and conclusive evidence of the en- i veto power. The meeting was addressed
SATURDAY, JUNE 14.
a practice prevails in the Post Office Depart
After passing several private bills, the Sen-1 ed to .the House by the Committee of the
ment of granting contracts on bids which va
{lire correctness of all its statements. Although j by several gentlemen in a spirited manner,
ry from the advertisements, and of changing ate went into the consideration of Executive Whole. Considerable opposition was made
the minority of the Committee presented a 1 after which the preamble and resolutions
to
the
former.
The
latter
is
said
to
propose
and altering contracts in material respects af business.
to reduce the value of the half and quarter separate report, yet they do not pretend to ' were adopted. Edward Kent presided, and
ter they have been accepted, and that this
eagle, and of the half and quarter dollar, to contradict the facts advanced by the majority/. S. J. Foster was Secretary. The Hall was
practice prevents all fair competition among
—
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
four or five per cent, below the proportional i
persons wishing to make contracts, is calcu
crowded. The meeting was closed by three
MONDAY, JUNE 9.
I
but
simply
endeavor
to
palliate
them
and
value ofthe standard eagle and dollar.
lated to give undue advantage to favorites,
I to justify the improper conduct ofthe present cheers for the Constitution and laws.
Mr. Mellen asked the unanimous consent
and is in violation of law.
4. Resolved, That it appears, that an indi of the House to take up the resolution of Mr. ~The London Times of May 10th, contains officers of the department, by pointing out
Whig Convention.—A Whig Convention
vidual who made a contract for the transpor Adams relative to the deposite banks ; but the following extract of a letter from Toulon, precedents which occurred during Mr. xMc“ On the celebration of the
tation of the mail, was required to give it up objections being made, Mr. Polk moved a sus dated May 1
will
be held at Machias, (Washington Coun
for no other reason than that it might be giv pension of the rule, by which one day is as King’s fete, the following melancholy acci Lean’s administration of it.
ty,) on the 25th inst. to make preparations for
signed
for
the
presentation
of
petitions,
in
or

dent
occurred.
x4t
12
o
’
clock,
all
the
batte

The
Report
discloses
the
fact,
that
the
Post
en to another, desirous of having it, and that
the act of the department, in requiring such der to take up the appropriation bills. Mr. ries and the ships in the road-stead fired sa Office department is insolvent to the amount the approaching election, &c.
surrender and in effecting the transfer, was Wise said he had moved that one of the me lutes. Two American frigates here also paid of more than eight hundred thousand
Jackson Conventions are to be held at
morials on the table should be referred, with the same compliments to the day, but unfor
illegal and unjust.
____
___
______
__
Machias
(for Washington County) on the26th
dollars
beyond
all
its
resources.
When
5. Resolved, That it appears that the pro resolutions, declaring the full power of Con tunately the gunners ofthe Constellation for
__ ___________
some of their oguns were loaded with Mr. McLean left it, at the commencement of. inst.—at Bangor, (for Penobscot County,) on
posals for carrying the mail on the route from gress over the public treasury, and this was a got that
Chicago to Green Bay, was withheld from subject of no small importance. Mr. Polk I shot, and firing within pistol shot qf the Suf- Gen. Jackson’s reign, there were surplus j the 4th of July,—at Paris (for Oxford Conadvertisement ; that the contract therefor said that he-supposed the discussion of that I fern, one of the bails entered a port hole, kill funds on hand amounting to more than i gressional and Senatorial districts,) on the
was given in another name, but really and memorial would occupy the whole day. • ed one of the sailors, and carried away the two hundred thousand dollars ! !—It ap- ! 13th of August next,—at Belgrade, (for Kentruly to one of the clerks in the Department; Mr. Burgess said that his object was to have ]eg ofanolher. Some of the shot entered the
that the compensation proposed in the bid the petitions of the people attended to, and hull, and five or six men were wounded by pears that thè Post Master General has bor-j nebec and Somerset Congressional District
was raised without any increase of service'; the remark of the gentleman from Tennessee Sp)jnters, and obliged to be sent to the hos- rowed large sums for the use of the Post Of- and Kennebec County,) on the 4th of next
& that the transaction is a direct breach of law. was unjust and inexcusable. Mr. Polk said pital.”
fice, without any authority of law—that the month.
6. Resolved, That extra allowances have should make no excuse to the gentleman from
Fires.—The dwelling house of widow Zebeen granted to contractors without any in Rhode Island. The motion to suspend the
The Connecticut Legislature closed its ses reports from the department have in many
crease of duty or service on their part, and rule was rejected. The House then proceed sion 6th inst. Gov. Foot made a short ad ' cases been incorrect and defective, containing ruiah Cole was burnt, together with part of
that in other cases extra allowances have been ed to consider the memorial from Gloucester j dress on the adjournment of the two Houses, false statements and estimates, and that its the furniture, on the afternoon of the 12th inst.
made which are unreasonable, extravagant, Co. Va. upon which Mr. Wise had on a for- i and Mr. Storrs, the Speaker, took leave of the accounts are in a state of the utmost confu —A dwelling house owned and occupied by
Mrs. Holway, in Fairfield, was consumed by
and out of all proportion with the increase of I mer day moved the following resolutions.
House with some appropriate remarks.
sion-—that the public money has been lavished fire one day last week.
Resolved, That the custody and control of
service.
7. Resolved, That the Postmaster Gen the moneys of the United States, not appro
A violent hurricane was experienced in tjie on political partisansand favorites, in the shape
Maine Wesleyan Seminary.—The num
eral has established Steamboat lines, for priated by law, and not disbursed under ap upper part of the county of Florence, Alaba of extra allowances for carrying the Mails,
the transportation of the mail, by private con propriations by law, are, by the Constitution, ma, on the 4th ult. tearing down timber, hou I in paying printers of newspapers enormous ber of students attending the Spring term of
this Institution is 171—males 135—females36.
tract, at an enormous expense, and without placed under the order and direction of the ses, and every thing that opposed its course.
is» of
ui life
me under
mmv. the
u.o ...w^v
_______ „ -Congress of the United States, which order ; Loss
most distressing
cir-1 prices for advertising, &c. Indeed, the re
authority of law.
must be made by law in the
The following spicy article is from the Al
sistances also took place. A Mrs. Butler ! port present so many and so strong proofs,
O.
V
AllClL Ulu
|JUV11V VlVUIl
CAO | and direction
,
8. iLv'bOl
Resolved,
That
the public
credit 11has
---- of
_pubills
:ha or
„„ joint orders. votes or resolu and 4 children were crushed to death by the I ¡hat die department has been made a com- bany Advertiser.
been pledged for the benefit of individual I rform
contractors, and that contractors have been tions, upon which the President of the United fall of their house. Mr. Butler was also genThe Post Office.—The Argus does not pnbpolitical engine by the reigning powers,
solicited and induced to aid, with their per States has simply the power of a negative, ously injured. Two boys in a waggon, to-1 P,eie
, .
,
i A
r * i
lish the Resolutions reported to the Senate by
and
that
those
having
the
control
of
it
have
•
the
Commktee on the Post Office-nor had
subject
to
a
vote
of
two
thirds
of
each
House
sonal credit, the business of the Department ;
gether with a horse, were killed by the fall of,
a tree. Three of a family named Scott, liv-I been guilty of the most corrupt and illegal, yesterday a wo^ of comment as to the
and that all such transactions are unjustifiable of Congress.
Resolved, That no change of the Constitu ingon Anderson creek, were also victims to practices, as to leave no room for doubt on abominable mismanagement, mal-practice,
and improper.
9. Resolved, That it does appear that mail tion ofthe United States is necessary to au the fury of the storm ; besides numbers who I the minds of the most incredulous.
‘and fraud,- which have at last been disclosed to
lines have been established to run more fre thorize the Congress of the United States to were more or less injured.
..ji
the public eye. Every successive developeI What say the people to these eve ope ment op tke machinations of the wire works
quently than once a day, at a very heavy ex entrust the custody ofthe public money, not
-y i' ments ? What say those who have hitherto j at Washington, brings additional and damn
pense, where no adequate public object re appropriated by law, and not disbursed unThe New York Advocate
says, “----The party
| der appropriations by law, whenever or how- should be careful in
________
___ ___ J about
i supported Gen. Jackson ? Will they support! ing proof, of the signal corruption and rascal
quired such provision.
their witticisms
i'
10. Resolved, That pecuniary transactions ' soever obtained, to other agency than that of wigs, fyc. They
know a great deal of their !
and with him, bis host of favor-[ ity woven in with Jacksonism. When the
---j
of a very irregular nature are proved to have , the Executive Department, and that the cus own hair has gone into the
ofi our
... .. formation
x
.
partisapS ? Will they suffer their atten-i people have this evidence spread before them
tody
ofthe
public
money
must
not
be
necessa

taken place between the contractors and some
in the report of the committee, they will see
Whigs.
_______
tion to be diverted from these astounding; the object of the industrious clamor of the
of the chief officers of the Post Office Depart rily, under the Constitution, entrusted to the
Executive Department.
aged 18, clerk in a store
Lewis Stebbins, h-™
— factSj by the threadbare cries of “ Bank,” Tory press and the imputation of wide spread
ment.
Resolved, That Congress can take out of in Springfield, Mass, was drowned
11. Resolved,
11«
LvOUIVcUj
That
-I llttv the
LIlUz
Post
A VOL Office De»-XV/
wned in
m Mill
Mill. i{ B k » so incessant]y raised by the Jackson corruption upon the advocates of a National
partment is now deeply in debt ; its affairs in i the hands of the Executive Department the River, on Saturday afternoon, w1
Institution. While they have made inordin
~
was probably
probably papers, almost all of which, be it remembered, ate pretensions to great virtue, the foulest
disorder ; its accounts and reports irregular I1 custody of the public property or money, He was a good swimmer, but was
and unsatisfactory ; that it is justly the sub-1I without an assumption of Executive power, seized by the cramp, or some sudden disor are controlled and owned by officeholders1} practices have been secretly indulged in.
ject of public complaint, and demands a radi ' or a subversion of the first principles of the der.
or will they throw off allegiance to an unwor While they cried reform and economy, a mil
I Constitution.
cal reform.
thy Chief, turn a deaf ear to the false preten lion was squandered for party purposes in
And
that
said
Committee
be
further
in12. Resolved, That the incidental expenses |
Off* Jackson Money— We learn through
one department alone. While they were
sions
and vile slanders of interested partisans, calumniating the Board of Directors of the
structed
to
report
such
measures
as
it
may
and secret service money of the Department:
one of the Stage drivers, that a nest of coun
j
deem
necessary
and
proper
to
provide
for
the
has increased, is increasing, and ought to be |
terfeiters have been discovered in Rumford, and set about the work of Reform ? We U. S. Bank for printing, as they had a perfect
diminished.
¡I future safe keeping, control and disposition of Oxford co. We give the facts as we heard have been under the control of office holders right to do, pamphlets, &c., communicating
public property and moneys, and to assert, them related. Two young men last week
13. Resolved, That it does appear, that an ¡the
,
knowledge and truth to the people—the most
agreement was entered into between two ¡' maintain, and protect the Constitutional pow- purchased hats at Augusta for which they long enough. Their rule has brought us to nefarious bargains were made in the Post Of
companies of mail contractors, the express’, ers of Congress over the public property and paid in half dollars ; the next day they were the verge of ruin. There is a remedy yet in fice Department, by which party newspapers
object of which was to put down competi and public purse.
found to be counterfeit, but so well executed the hands of the People—through the ballot were to be carried free of postage.
Mr. Wise spoke at length in support of the that they could be detected only by weigh boxes, they may free themselves from their
tion in the transportation of passengers in
their respective mail routes ; that said agree resolutions, and was followed by Mr. Pay ton, ing. Pursuit was immediately made for the oppressors and place men in power who will
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
ment was drawn by an officer of the Depart •who offered anew the amendments he had young men, and they were traced to Rumford
The inquiry has been repeatedly made for
restore
our
national
prosperity
and
happiness.
before
proposed.
A
call
of
the
House
was
ment, and entered into at bis pressing in
where from information obtained of a person
the money, (about $120,000,) which we receiv
stance, and that it was sanctioned by the Post ordered on a motion to lay the memorial on concerned in the business, a cave was found
ed from the United States as our proportion
The last received Thomaston Republican I granted by Congress for militia service dumaster General ; and that such agreement, ' the table, but was suspended. A motion for in the mountains, very difficult of access, in
so sanctioned, is an interference with the hon adjournment was negatived, yeas 79, nays 115. which from 20 to 30 persons were busily en gives a few facts touching the operation of] ring the last war. The money was paid over
est pursuits ofthe free citizens of the United The yeas and nays were then taken on the gaged in coining spurious half dollars I The the “ E
’ xperiment” on the good people of ¡by Massachusetts to the Governor, and was
States ; that it tends to establish an odious and motion to lay the memorial on the table and number of persons was found to be so large
.... - 1Last
year alt the
of as
Thomaston
and its vicinity.
-----..................
.. placed in the Treasury to be disposed
.
stood
as
follows
:
oppressive monopoly, and is an unjust inva
that the party thought it most prudent to re
vessels
owned
in
that
town
were
constantly
!
the
Legislature
should
direct.
By
a
ResoluY
eas
.
—
Messrs.
Hall,
Jarvis,
Kavanagh,
turn and increase their forces, and on again
sion of private rights.
tion Legislature,
of the Legislature,
it would
„ ,,
,
,
at
1
tlon
the
it would seem
that seem that
14. Resolved, That it does appear that Mason, McIntire, Parks, Smith, &c.—105.
visiting the cave, the men had escaped, leav and profitably employed. Now seveial ves- ader
|3e payment
after tthe
payment of
of the
the State
State debt
debt (about
(about
Nays.—Messrs. Evans, &c. 97.
mail contractors have received large extra
ing their tools and money, and their fires seis are laying without any thing to do, and $50,000 we believe) the residuum was to be
The House then adjourned.
allowances and have, about the time ofreceivburning. Five or six of the gang have since
set apart for a School Fund. This is the last
ing such allowances, become the proprietors
been apprehended, which we hope will lead many of those employed might as well be we hear of it. No act has been passed to car
TUESDAY, JUNE 10.
or contractors of newspaper presses, of a parto the detection of the remainder. Thus we hauled up. A vessel of 70 tons recently took ry into effect this design. No incorporation
tizan character. It also appears, that a news
Nothing of interest came up excepting the see that Jackson money can be counterfeited a cargo of lime to Boston and the owner re has been created to manage this fund,—nopaper editor, in the State of New Hamp Kentucky contested election, upon which the as well as Biddle money, and not so easily ceived for the use and profits of his schooner, board of trustees with proper responsibilities
shire, is a contractor for carrying the mail on main question was taken, bestowing the seat detected afterwards.
or liabilities that we have ever heard of. And
numerous routes, “ with paper privilege,” and upon Mr. Moore, and decided in the negative,
Since the .above was in type we have seen (after paying the bills) nine shillings ! Anoth we have seen no Report from the treasury or
that every such act or artifice, tending to 112 to 108.
a letter from Hallowell, which states that er schooner made two dollars by a similar ( any where else of the progress or success of
unite the Press with the Post Office Depart
counterfeit money had been passed there, and trip.—Last year L’ime brought a dollar a cask, j this fund, nor where the money now is, and
ment, is a dangerous abuse and ought to be
that five of the counterfeiters had been ar cash, quick—now it is dull at 70 cts., making what it is gaining. All these things may
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11.
corrected.
.
’ to the
‘ public
’ iand we
The subject of the Kentucky election oc rested. Thqse are probably part of the same a difference of from fifty to seventy five thou- have been exhibited
Mr. Grundy presented a report from the cupied the whole day. Mr. McKay moved gang.—Portland Advertiser.
overlooked
we con
,7 7, x xi • i v. .
i .i . .
may may
have have
overlooked
them.them.
Jfso,Jfso,
we conminority of the committee which was re that the report be recommitted, with instruc
.sanrfdoitoto theinhabnants of that town fess we should
sho„|d fee
much ob
|iged to any
one
feel| much
obliged
any one
ceived and read. Mr. Ewing moved that both tions to the committee to introduce a report,
The South.—In North Carolina, there is in a single year’s business—a loss in fact of so wko Would give a particular statement of
the reports be printed. He would on the fol declaring the election void, for irregularity not we believe a single paper of any impor rnuch money. Last year casks sold there this affair. That the money is not still laying
lowing day move that certain
papers
be ap M uncertainty. On this motion a call of tance, in favor of Gen. Jackson. He has been
cinndV
“rnoved^that
dead in the treasury, is manifest from the
pended to them. Mr.
T' Grundy
\ movedJ that I
Houge wa/ordered> and it was adopted} “ presented” by several Grand Juries, with for 30 cts. cash—now they sell at from 18 to fact that the Legislature the very next session
22 cts. “ barter”—making a difference of at
the bill reported by him, be appended as an I
their
opinions
of
his
experiment,
and
in
South
have been obliged to borrow $20,000 to pay
were i1 aves 113’ noes 109’ Mr> Marsha11 then ca,‘
amendment, agreed to. The renorts
reports were
M,iled for the special order, being the resolution Carolina there is scarce such a thing as a least twenty four thousand dollars to the per themselves—for which we are paying interest.
then ordered to be printed. ofthe
I' lombard
Collar
man
to
be
found.
Virginia
has
spoken,
sons employed in the manufacture of this
Has the State debt been paid ? If so, how
reports re'at*ve w ^is election. It was objected to
moved that 15,000 extra copies ofthe reports ! this call, that the special order was disposed and Georgia is all going right.
article alone, in that and the neighboring and when, and upon what terms? There is
and documents be printed.
Mr. Forsyth of by the result of the vote just taken. While
‘ Last year with a small load of• something in this inquiry. In short, if the
wished to know what the expense would be.
A popular “ Hero.”— It is stated in the pa towns !
money is loaned, by whom, to whom, and on
the
question
of
order
was
under
consideration
Mr. Sprague did not believe it would exceed
pers, that at an auction sale at St. Louis, but lime casks a man could obtain three barrels what terms 2 These inquiries are prelimina
one of the extra allowances of the depart the House adjourned.
a few weeks since, a beautiful portrait of of Flour; now, with a load just as large he ry only to a further investigation of this affair.
ment. Mr. Grundy said, that the printing of
Andrew Jackson on horseback, said to be an can obtain but two.’ So much for the “ glo
This is no small sum. It was obtained
THURSDAY, JUNE 12.
the greater part of the documents would be
The House was engaged in the discussion excellent likeness, was bid off-at one cent, and rious experiment.” The price of Labor is through much trouble and difficulty, as well
useless. Mr. Ewing moved that a selection
burnt on the spot without a murmur 1
as sacrifice of feeling, if not of principle.
be made by the committee or the chairman^ of the contested election in Kentucky ; and
reduced, the demand for it is diminished, and There is some mystery hanging over this af
of such as might be deemed proper for dis the Intelligencer gives the following brief
New London has nobly taken rank among while the rich and holders of offices are grow fair which must be explained—some enigma
tribution. Mr, Mangum moved that 30,000 view of the result of the proceedings.
the
cities of Connecticut. On Monday, the ing richer, the poor and those who depend which must be solved—we say must be.
After
a
long
and
tedious
investigation,
the
extra copies be printed. Mr. Forsyth thought
Every citizen of Maine has a right to demand
that the printing of so large a number would House of Representatives yesterday determin entire Whig ticket for City Officers was car upon their labor for their support are daily at the Treasury a fall developement of the
be an abuse of the contingent fund. On mo ed that it could not determine whether Mr. ried by overwhelming majorities. Indeed becoming poorer.
matter. We may have a question of our own
tion of Mr. Swift the farther consideration of Letcher or Mr. Moore was entitled to the con such was the expression of decided disappro
similar to that which agitates the nation. Our
the subject was postponed till the next day. tested place in the representation in that body bation against the measures of the present
Installation.—Rev. S. K. Lothrop was deposites may have been removed without
The joint resolution, fixing on the 30th of from Kentucky ; and the election is turned Administration, that the Jackson and Tory
installed, on Wednesday last, as Pastor over our authority. Let us understand it all. If
June as the day of adjournment, was concur back to the People. Mr. Letcher was yester party gave it up, and abandoned the polls.
all is right, then the inquiry will redound to
red in by the Senate.—The bill fixing an ear day within three votes of obtaining the seat ;
the Church and Society in Brattle Square, the honor of the State authorities. If the
The
__ Great
___ Falls Journal, published atSomly day for the commencement of the next' and if the members detained from the House
Boston. Sermon, by Rev. Professor Palfrey people have been defrauded of their money,
session, was taken up, and after some discus by illness could with safety have attended, he ersworth, (N. H.) hitherto a neutral paper,
they ought to know it. INVESTIGATOR.
of
Cambridge.
would
have
actually
been
admitted
to
the
has
hoisted
the
Anti-Jackson
flag.
sion was laid on the table. On motion oí Mr.

Potations ar».'

REPORT UPON THE POST OFFICE,

I into an investigation with a view to test them.

dtnef, your Committee adopted thisg cotihte, and
In Senate of the United States, June 9,1834.
These hfe hut a feW out of a hUffiefdUsI |
With respect to the credit and outstanding
Mr. Ewing, from the Committee on the Post claims of the Department, your Committee could thus they believe have been able to arrive at a class of cases, many of which will be set out
A dpi rwin
.
conclusion very neatly correct, as to the gener at large in a subsequent part ofthis report. A
Office and Post Roads, made the following Re
assortment of SUMMER
not place the same reliance on the general esti al value of those reports and statements.
Wora the
port:
mate presented to them. The amount was much
In order to account for the increase of expense From them your committee has been con-j . . GOODS, cheap for cash. Just receive
The Committee on the Post Office and Post larger than they had reason to suppose was cor
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
in the transportation of the mail, the Postmaster strained to draw conclusions most unfavora ed by
Roads,
in
obedience
to
the
resolution
of
the
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
6m
«•on-The ¿
rect from their knowledge of the general course General has, in his several annual reports, pre ble to the general accuracy of the depart
Senate of the 29th of March, A. D. 1834, pro of business in the Department; and their inves
ceeded to inquire into the condition of the Post tigation has satisfied them that the error was sented us an enormous increase also of mail ment, and though all, or nearly alR ofthe ca
Office Department, and, having made progress even larger than they at first anticipated, amount transportation. In his report accompanying the ses which follow have been differently repre
President s message of December, 1832, he sented in different reports of the department,
in their investigation, now report—
ing-, as has been already shown, to upwards of states that
annual
of the
------ the
U
uUuU> transportation
v. auojjvj luuuu vi
mu mail
niiiu they
uiuy alu
are ijui
not seiec
selected with a special view to
That your Committee, at an early day after $500,000..
r
on the
c~
*Lfirst
** ■ of July, 1829, was
___ 1'213,700,000
7CC ¿C miles, that circumstance,
they were invested with authority so to do, call
r* H iin« Ithat
k „ t accompanying
•
jthe
I n
•«
'
Your Committee have also made, and here oand
We detail them because
President’s mes
AVE just received from the Manufacture
ed for a statement of the available claims due present, an estimate of the revenue and expendi
they form parts of transactions with individu
1 the 4th.
’
er, a supply of Austin's celebrated
from post-masters and others to the Department, tures of the Department for the last quarter of sage, at the commencement of the present ses als, some, it is true, of small importance and
sion
of
Congress,
he
states,
that
on
the
first
day
Scythe B-ifles^ which they offer for sale by th®
and of the funds on hand, and also the amount the year 1833, by which it will be seen that,
others of great magnitude, but altogether in
of
July,
1833,
it
was
26,854,485
miles,
making
an
of its debts.
In answer to this inquiry, they without some real and substantial reform in the
dozen at the wholesale pricei
"SM «»«el«
increase of transportation from the first July volving almost every conceivable variety ofi
were informed that it would be the work of sev management of its concerns, there is little prosJune 17, 1834i
1829, to the first July, 1833, of 13,154.485 miles’ abuse ; some of them in direct violation ofi
eral months, with all the disposable force of | pect that it will extricate itself from the present
The
Committee
here
proceed
to
show
that
in
law,
and
some
subversive
of
the
common
the Department, to prepare the statement ; the embarrassments.
1 ‘'“'"S'«
time named as possible, extending much It appears, as stated above, that the receipts for 1829, the transportation of the mail was 1,509,039 principles of justice and fair dealing between
miles more than the Postmaster General repre man and man.
j)0 Wllora "»»k, shortest
beyond the probable adjournment of Congress.
postages in that quarter amounted to $467,449 sented in his report, and in 1833, 5,697,651 miles
.... .
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
[ To. be continued.']
Statements, therefore, said to be accurate, were The transportation for the same quarter
less.
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
6w.
obtained wherever it was practicable ; and,
",ter,ui»edbyt!le
amounted to
$522,714
Thus, by underrating the amount of transport
Test Oath annulled.—Letters from Colum
when such were not to be had, your committee Add incidental expenses to
27,935
ation at the time he came into office, and eXaggc- bia were received in Charleston, on the 4th
ENKNIVES, a fine assortment—Emer
received conjectural estimates, sworn to by the
pting it since that time, the Postmaster General i inst. announcing that the appeal Court of
urs» and
heads of the appropriate Bureaux.
son’s Razor Straps—Shaving boxes and
Total expenditure,
$550,109 has fallen into an error, as ,to the amount which | South Carolina, had decided the Oath ofalBy these, it appears that the Department is
Brushes—Tooth,Hail* and Shoe Brushes.
^»fhisadiiS
he has increased the transportation of tne mail of i, „■
.1 i
, , . ,
'-'«tn ui ai
largely insolvent, and that since some time in Excess of expenditure over the revenue $82,660 no
less thaw 7.206.690 miles.
’
leg|ance passed by the legislature at its late
For sale by
D. REMICH.
11,8 nature
no less than; 7,206,690 mites.
the year 1832, the Postmaster General has, with
June 2L
session, to be Unconstitutional. Upon one
Your
Committee,
not
having
performed
per

out
warrant
of
law,
borrowed
from
the
banks
Which
continuing
in
the
same
ratio
-0,,l,t7
sonally the labor ofthis part ofthe examination, point, it is said, the Court was unanimous,
large sums of money on interest, for the purpose
throughout the year, would bear an
oie. —The Co^
cannot vouch for the accuracy of the above esti viz. that the Convention had no right to de
of sustaining it. The interest account, exhibited
annual deficit of
$340,640
mates, but they believe them to be nearly cor fine allegiance, or in fact touch upon other
(¿ratio» of thew
herewith, shows that some of those loans were
An opinion was expressed by the immediate
ARWELL’S and SOUTHWICK’^
made during the last session of Congress, and predecessor of the present Postmaster General, rect ; and, if they err, that the error Will be found matters than those especially committed to
Scythes, Scythe Snaiths and Rakes.
within a short, time after the date of the annual ih his report of November 13, 1827, that the De- to be approaching too near, rather than in de them. The effect of this decision is to annul
For sale bv
MILLER & HALL«
’10|y oftbec,,(<i
report ofthe Postmaster General, which
t ’ ’ states partment, by a vigilant administration of its af parting too widely, from the statements in the the ordinance of the Convention, so far as it
June 10, 1834.
on to the removal^
that there is an available surplus fund on hand of fairs, would be able to supply all the wants of official reports ofthe department.
relates to and empowers the legislature to
The annual expenses of transporting the mail,
$202,811 40, and which contains no intimation of the community, and in a few years pay into the
prescribe an Oath of exclusive allegiance to
3> towards the
any probable deficit, present or future.
It is al treasury an annual sum of$500,000. This esti under existing contracts, with all improvements, the state, and to expunge it from the statute
was, by the report of the Postmaster General of
so
worthy
of
remark,
that
his
last
annual
report
quent exercise
mate seems to have, been grounded upon the rapid
The presiding Judges were O’Neil, TgAUSCAN, 7 braids, 11 braids, broad braids,
2,033,289 42 book.
is wholly silent on the subject of these loans. increase of the receipts for postages, the improve the 30th Nov. 1834, set down at
ieeti»g was addratf
Johnson and Harper.
A and Misses STRAW BONNETS, just
But the Postmaster General has, since the com ment of roads and means of conveyance, and the The Blue Book of Sept. 1832, gives
the aggregate of all mail contracts
received and for sale very cheap by
1,1 a spirited nw,
mencement of this investigation, represented to great and increasing number of passengers in
and extra allpwances at
1.992,920 14
It has been proposed by the anti-masons
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
your Commitee that aid from the Treasury is ne the stages, which add to the profits of the con
amble and resold
of Vermont, to hold a national anti-masonic
Doughty’s-Falls, June 18, 1834.
3w.
cessary to enable him
carry on the operations tractor, arid thereby lessen the cost of transpor
Making
a
difference
of
expenditure
rd Ken i presiled,
ofthe Department, and he has stated that 450,- tation of the mail. And your Committee enter
convention in Philadelphia, in June, 1835, to
hot
accounted
for,
of
$40,396
28
000 dollars is the smallest sum that will serve tain no doubt that, had its affairs been conduct
retMnnominate a candidate for the next Presidency.
This difference is wholly unexplained. No an
that purpose.
ed prudently with a view to the public interest,
ng was closed
1 he sums borrowed and overdraxvn on banks the anticipation would at this time have been re swer has yet been given to a call made by the
The National Gazette says—“ We cannot
D. REMICH
ution and laws,
to the 11th of April, 1834, and then existing as a alized ; unless, indeed, it should have been Senate, on the 11th day of March last, on a reso
ZTAS just received a large assortment of
debt against the department, are stated by the thought expedient to reduce the postages, and lution offered by one of your committee, for a discover that an attempt has been made to ob
statement
of
the
sums
paid
for
transportation
and
tain a vote of thanks, or a complimentary re --It Miscellaneous & School Books J
officers to be
$488,600 thus relieve the community from a part of its
—A Whig Convemh
extra allowances, if any, omitted in the Blue ply from the House of Representatives, for Mr.
And they state the amount due to con
Writing and Letter Paper, a great variety 2
present burden in the transaction of business, and r
’............................
‘
’
is, (Washington Co®,
Book,
which
would
have
enabled
them
to
present*
Stevenson,
the ex-Speaker.• If no such at and almost every article of Stationary usually
tractors on the 1st of April, 1834, at
635,000 the general diffusion of knowledge.
n n n v ri I ti n f i n / ,r 1 li n
n zitt •
... <-l ...
...
i
i ■ ■
an
explanation of the discrepancy
; and
we can
tempt should be made—(and the time seems inquired for.
o make preparations^
In order to present this subject more distinctly
Making the aggregate of its debts
$1,123,600 to the Senate, your Committee have taken, and perceive of no mode of accounting for it, consist to have passed)—the country may divine
June 13, 1834.
ion, &c.
ent
with
the
correct
administration
of
the
De

They also state that there was on the 11th of here present, a comparative view of the revenue
what impressions his friends know has been
partment,
and
a
careful
and
accurate
examina

April, 1834, a balance of deposites in Banks in and expenditures of the Department for the four
left on the House by his official conduct.
¡ONS are to bebeldi
favor of the Department of
$37,000 95| years first preceding, and the four years next tion ofthe papers which issue from it, and'under The successor to Mr. Stevenson does not
its
official
authority.
Jton County) on tlieSli
OR sale by
Of which there was deposited in
following, the time at which it was placed under
Your Committee has also caused to be selected make the least allusion to him in his address
Banks which have failed
5 455 07 the superintendence of the present Postmaster
Penobscot Comity^
HUBBARD & BROOKS«
from the report (ofextra allowances) made by to the House on taking the Chair !”
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
3w«
General.
Paris (for Oxford t»
\ _____
I
the Postmaster General to the Senate on the 5th
Leaving to the credit account, funds
They find that on the. 1st July, 1825, there was of March last, all that have been there set down
iorial districts,) on fe
The
Blue
Book.
—
Messrs.
Key
&
Biddle
of
in bank, April 11th, 1834, available, $31,545 88| a surplus fund of
$283,089 00 as substituting allowances since 29th day of
Philadelphia, are about to publish a'n edition
They also reported, as a conjectural estimate, That on the 1st July, 1829, the sur
—at Belgrade,(fotfi.
June, 1833, which ought to include all that are
that there was due from Postmasters for post
AMILIAR Letters ; Family at Home ;
of this famous book for the convenience of
plus fund was, according to the
embraced in the Blue Book.
Congressional Di« ages, accruing prior to January 1st. 1834
statement of the former Postmas
Corner Stone ; Fire Side Piety ;
those Who feel an interest in ascertaining the
Their
aggregate,
by
that
report,
amounts
to
$300,000.
’
y,) on the4th of«
ter General,
number of office holders in the United States, Private Devotions ; Young Christian ;
289,140 17
$351,573
30
The books from which this estimate was drawn But according to the statement of
Their aggregate, by the Blue Book, is 377,947 66 and the amount of their salaries, perquisites, Worcester’s Last Thoughts ; Biblical Reader |
have been examined by the Committee, and the
the present Postmaster General,
&c. The number of copies printed under Sprague’s Hints, &c. &c.
result of the examination leaves no doubt that the
it was reduced to
ing house ofwidosfe
230,489 00 Making a difference of
26,374 36 the direction ofCongressis limited to five hun
New Books for Children«
, together with parto; amount of this credit is greatly exaggerated.
Thus the Blue Book gives an aggregate less dred so that few, except members of Congress,
It. appears that the receipts of the department Which, for the purpose of the pres
Child
at
Home ; Lectures to Children ;
liernoon ofthe Mm for the last quarter of the year 1833, according
than the annual report, of
40,369 02^ are able to procure a copy. The work is val
ent estimate^ merely, your Com
Child’s Book of Repentance, by T. H. Gate
And the report of March 3, 1834, less
iwned and occupied^
uable
to
politicians
as
a
book
of
reference.
to the best estimate that can be formed, (the
mittee assume to be correct.
laudet;
than the Blue Book,
26,374 36 The price will be $1,25 per copy.
field, was consumi^ books and accounts not having been made up as
And on this supposition, the aHistory of Joseph, by do. ;
they should have been.) amounted to $467,449
""" ' ~
vailable funds of the Department
Error between the annual report and
How to be Happy, by Mrs. Sigourney ;
That there was deposited by several
were diminished in four years,
52,600 00
Among the petitions presented to the Sen Poetry for Children, by do.
the report of March 3d, 1834,
$66,743 66£
Postmasters in banks, during said
The receipts for postages during
SEMINART.-The ■
The Postmaster General in his annual report, ate on Wednesday, was one from Mr. Van- Sketches of Prophets and Prophedy ;
quarter, for the use of the depart
that four years, were
ing the Spring tew'
6,167,519 60 accompanying the President’s Message of Dec. horne, a mail contractor in Indiana, who stat
ment
Well Spent Hour ; Persecuted Child ;
332,904
-males 135—feraafeiS
1st, 1832, states a surplus of available funds, af ed that his contract, which was for $175 a
A great variety of small Toy Books, fbi*
And the expenditures for the four
ter
defraying
all
the
expenses
of
the
Department
year,
commenced
Jan.
1,
1832
;
since
which
Leaving an apparent balance out
D. REMICH.
years
6,220,119 00 down to the 1st of July, 1832, at
$202,811 40 time he has not been able to obtain a dollar sale by
’ article is from lb Í
standing in the hands of postmas
The amount of funds sunk by the Department In his report of Nov. 30, 1833, he
June 13,1834.
ters, of
-of
compensation
from
the
department.
$134,545 since it came under the superintendence of the
says, that instead of having had on
But it is understood that considerable sums present Postmaster General, beyond the amount
'he Argus doesnotpnlhand that amount of available funds,
were
received
from
postmasters,
exclusive
of
the
of
its
receipts,
is
ported totheSemltlj
(Uff^The
ft^The Rev. Nathaniel Gage, of Nash
the Department was at that time
LL persons indebted to the subscribers,;
Post 'Office-fl deposites in banks, which are estimated to reduce 1st. The sum on hand, according to his state really indebted beyond the whole
ua, has accepted the invitation of the First
by note or account of more than 3
the
amount
in
their
hands
for
receipts,
during
the
“
*
$230,489
of comment asiolk last quarter of 1833, to $83,725 ; which suin’, re- ment on the 1st of July, 1829,
Parish in this town, to become its Minister ; months standing, are requested to pay the
amount of its resources, including
its credits,
jement, mal-pracfe ; suiting from the several data to which we have Amount of debts on the 1st of April
2,844 40 and he will be installed on the second day of same immediately, as We do not wish to em
1834, over and above its available
July next.—Haverhill Gazette.
at last beenfaWi access, is fixed upon as the nearest approxima
barrass a Lawyer with the collection of our
funds,
803,625 Showing an admitted error in that
ry successive develop tion to the truth, attainable within the limited
debts.
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
report,
of
$205,655
80
ons of the wire wk t time which it was in our power to devote to this
The Kennebec Journal says i « We under
Aggregate,
Doughty’s Falls, June 10, 1834.
3m.
$1,034,114
In descending to the items, and comparino*
; additional- and dw part ofthe investigation. We believe, however,
one by one the contracts, as set forth and certifi stand there have been several failures of lum
I corruption and rasa) that any person acquainted with the books, and Four-fifths of that sum supposed to
ed in one report ofthe Postmaster General, with ber dealers up the river; active, prudent, sub
PAPER HANGINGS.
have been expended in the four
icksonism. When fe the course of business ofthe department, and
the same contracts, as set forth in another of his stantial men, too.”
LARGE
and handsome assortment of
whose
attention
should
be
exclusively
devoted
to
first
years
ofthe
present
Postmas

nee spread before th
reports, ate discrepancies still more remarkable.
ter General
ROOM PAPERS & BORDERS,
$827,271 Your Committee have set forth a few of these in
inmittee, they i wills» the subject, could in a little time, estimate the
HYMENEAL
amount of debts due to the department, with a And the aggregate revenues of the
just received and for sale by D. REMICH.
stances by way of example.
istrious clamor oft
very near approach to accuracy ; and that the
Department for these four years,
June 13,1834.
MARRIED—In Kennebunk-port, by Rev. Levi
The Postmaster General, in his report of the
iputationofwidespd officers of the department can, at any time with
was
$8,731,032 18th of April, 1832, (Doc. 212, p. 12,) states that Smith, Mr. Jesse Larrabee, to Miss Augusta M
dvocates of a Naiioi)i!| in a few days, make an abstract statement of its
To the Hon. Cofurt of County Commissioners
Stockton and Neill had contracted to carry the Lord, both of K.
ley have made ¡now I fiscal concerns at the termination of any quarter, Making the aggregate expenditures
In Cornish, on the 11th inst. Mr. Benjamin
for the County of York.
mail on routes Nos. 1201, 1202, 1309 and 1400 ;
eat virtue, the foils i, sufficiently accurate for the ordinary purpuses of
for the last named four years
$9,558,303 that is to say, from Cumberland to Wheeling, Blake of Limington, to Mrs. Louisa Wentworth.
HE undersigned, inhabitants ofthe town
I
general
information
or
legislation.
In Machias, Col. William Burnham, to Miss
secretly indulged ii*
Washington to Frederick, and from Frederick to
of North Berwick, in said county, re
Mary Sprowl. The occasion was celebrated by
The officers of the department, also, estimated Excess of expenditures over the pre
•rn and economy,a oiH
Winchester, at $7000 per annum.
spectfully represent, that that part of the new
I
the
amount
due
from
postmasters
for
postages,
the
ringing
of
bells
and
the
firing
of
cannon.
ceding
four
years,
$3,338,184
for party purpose«
By the advertisements, these routes were to go
In Berwick, Mr. Horatio N. Matthews of Dover, to road or straightening, leading from the old
within the 1st quarter ofthe year 1834,
Within that time, some new mail routes were into operation on the 1st of January, 1832.
ie. While they wij accruing
road near widow Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling
Miss Eunice G. daughter of Mr. James Butler of B.
at
* $500.000
established, and some improvements were made
In his report to the Senate, on the third of
i rd of Directors aft
house to the Causeway hill in North Berwick^
Your committee examined, as far as practica in previously existing routes, but all these bear March, 1834, (Dog. 138, p. 204,) he states the
g, as they had'a;pm ble, the data upon which this estimate was made, a very small proportion to the increase of expen
which was at a regular session of the County
OBITUARY.
same contract at $15,950 per annum, exclusive
, &c., community and they have reasoji to believe that this sum is ditures. Possessing, therefore, as this Depart of enormous extra allowances, which, as they do
Commissioners, for the County of York, be
DIED—In this town, on Monday morning last, Capt. gun and held at Alfred, in said County, on
o the people-themoS also much above the true amount.
ment has done, those increased elements of pros not relate to the branch of the subject now under
J
ohn
B
artlet
,
son
of
the
late
J
ohn
H.
B
artlet
,
re made iothePostOf It is estimated by the chief clerk of the depart perity and means of usefulness, it appeared obvi consideration, we pass by for the present. The
the third Tuesday of May 1833, ordered to
Esq. of Kittery, aged 83. He was a soldier of the
ment, that the nett receipts for postages in the ous to your Committee that there must have been difference between the report of this contract Revolution.
hich party newspaper!
be opened and made, may be discontinued,
first quarter of 1833, will amount to $520,000 some mismanagement of its affairs, and a lavish
> of postage.
i
In Parsonsfield, Sylvester G. son of Capt. Lu as it would subject the town to a very great
in
April,
1832,
and
March
1834,
is
$8,950
per
Your committee have ascertained
expenditure of its funds, to reduce it in so short
expense to build the road and bridge, and
annum, amounting, in the four years, the du ther Emerson, aged 21.
that there was deposited in banks
a time to its present insolvent condition, and to
In Danvers, (Mass.) Mrs. Eliza, wife of Mr. that the Public convenience, in our opinion,
land Advertiser.] )
ration
of
the
contract,
to
$35,000.
for the use of the department with
render necessary, the appropriation of so large a
Kneeland.
does not require the alteration.
en repeatedly matiefc
In his report of April 18, 1832, (Doc. 212, Abner
in that quarter, and prior to the 1st
sum as four hundred and fifty thousand dollars
In Portland, Mr. Moses Banks of Saco, aged 63.
Wherefore your Petitioners pray, that ths
p.
17,)
he
states
that
R.
C.
Stockton,
and
Win.
day of April,
,000,) which were®’)
$314,704 from the Treasury, to enable the Postmaster
In Dover, Capt. Jeremiah Elliot, formerly of New road above mentioned may be discontinued
Itates as our proportion
General to redeem its credit, and carry on its es Neill are contractors to carry the mail on buryport, aged 66 years.
sential operations.
route No. 1,501, and others, including a large
In Farmington, N. H. 7th inst. Mr. Thomas Davis, agreeably to their request. Your petitioners
for mililia service®'I Which will leave of the receipts of
would further pray that your honors would
that quarter, in the hands of post
And before determining whether they should number of routes, principally in Ohio, at an aged 83 years.
e money was paW
In York, on the 13th inst., Mrs. Hannah Sewall. view and order a new road to be laid out and
masters on that day,
$205,705 recommend such appropriation, your Committee annual compensation of
$30,000 relict
the Governor,and.®
of the late Mr. Nathaniel Sewall, aged 68 opened from said Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling
A considerable portion of this sum, probably,
irv to be disposed« !ii ; was received by the department in drafts on thought it their duty to ascertain as far as prac In his report of March 3, 1834,
years. Mrs. Sewall has for many years suffered much house to said Causeway hill in the place
ticable, the accuracy of the several official state
(Doc. 138, p. x216,) he states
I direct. Bj>R postmasters, but to what amount your commit ments which were made to them, as well as those
from distress of body, which she has ever borne with
Christian fortitude. She has ever retained her faculties, where the old road was heretofore travelled«
that Wm. Neill & Co. are
re it would seem I®1 tee have no means of ascertaining. They, there which have from time to time been transmitted
which were more than ordinary, having a mind which
WILLIAM WEYMOUTH, & als«
contractors on the same routes,
the Statedebt* fore, take the above sum as the amount due for to Congress, touching the condition of the De
soared far beyond wit and vision.
North-Berwick, May 13, 1834.
at an annual compensation of
50,410 She was a firm believer in the Christian Religion,
e residuum waste ■ I that quarter on the first of April, 1834.
partment : also, that they should investigate the
Fund. This is R
and as her life was ebbing out, her confidence became
This estimate ofthe sums due and outstanding cause of the sudden insolvency of this important Making a difference in favor of
STATE OF MAINE«
stronger and stronger in her God, until she fell asleep
has been passed»* will still appear large, if we compare it with the department of the Government, which has here
the contractor, per annum, of
20,410 in Jesus her loVe. She has left a daughter, an only
York, ss.
tofore
sustained
itself
from
its
own
resources,
¡ffn. No incoi'pe®1®! amount of similar claims under a former admin
child, to mourn the loss of her council and parental ad
a regular session of the County Commis*
manage this Mr’ istration ; at a time, too, when the department which, in former years, actually contributed During the contract, of
81,641 vice, a brother and sister to lament for an endeared
sioners of the County of York, begun and
proper re-*l was not involved in debt, and had no particular 1,103,063 dollars to the general revenues of the
sister,
and many relatives, friends and neighbors to
In
his
report
of
April
18,
1832,
(Doc.
212,
country,
and
which
was,
but
a
few
years
since,'
reasons to press its collections with peculiar ur
drop a tear for one who was ever a succour to her
1834^
on
third Tuesday of Mayt
ve ever heard of' ■
gency. It appears by the first report of the Post in a most flourishing and prosperous condition. • p. 4,) he states that Reeside & Slaymaker are relatives, and a friend to the friendless and a neighbor
rt from the treasu J u master general, made on the 24th of November,
The prosecution of that iniquiry was attended contractors for carrying the mail from Phila to all in distress, for she obeyed the command, love thy
N this Petition, Ordered, That the Pedelphia to Pittsburgh, at an annual compen neighbor as thyself, and exhibited her faith by her
progress«
1829, that on the first day of July of that year, with much difficulty and embarrassment.
tioners give notice to all persons and
The annual reports of all contracts entered in- sation of
J the whole amount due and outstanding, in the
7,000 works.—Com.
corporations interested, that the said Commis
Ul these Ws J hands of postmasters and others, was $94°,400 21 ; toby the Department within the preceding year,* From Pittsburgh to Washington,
1,250
10 the pvbhc and1 and we can see no good reason why the amount have, in two instances, been wholly omitted bv
sioners will meet at the house of Col. Nathan
SHIP NEWS.
iel Hobbs, in North Berwick, on the fourth
them. Jfso.wecoi of balances should have been suffered to rise the present Postmaster General, and, in a third, Making, in the aggregate,
8,250
the
report
came
in
too
late
to
be
referred
to
by
Tuesday of August next, at ten o’clock A. M»
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 21, 1834.
In his report of March 3, 1834, (Doc. 138,
tcH oblige tog to $289,429, much less to the enormous sum of your Committee, and to aid them in their inves
I $800,000, as is estimated by the chief clerk, es
and will then proceed to view the highway,
p.
199,)
he
states
the
contract
as
from
Phila

rrtiwl.'
tigation.
No
answer
has
yet
been
given
by
the
pecially at a time when the department is insol
which by said petition is prayed to be dis
ARRIVED.
vent, and borrowing from banks, and overdraw Secretary of the Treasury to a resolution of the delphia to Pittsburgh, from Pittsburgh to
June 15—Sch. Osprey, Perkins, from Boston, sundry
eV«*11*! ing its deposites daily, and even descending to Senate adopted on the 11th day of March last, Washington, and from Washington to Wheel merchandize to sundry traders ; sch. Despatch, Ran continued, and also the route for the high
way prayed for, and immediately after
27,070 kin, from Boston.
ask the credit of individuals to sustain it in its on motion of one ofye/ur Committee, which calls ing, at an annual compensation of
said view will at some convenient place
for copies of the duplicates of contracts, bids, &
most necessary functions.
MEMORANDA.
19,750 At Havana, about 27th ult. bark Bohemia, waiting1 in the vicinity, hear the parties. . Said notice
But, admitting the sum estimated by your extra allowances which the law requires! should Making a difference, per annum, of
ft. ; cld. 23d, Plato, Wise, Cowes.
to be by causing the Town Clerk of North
be filed in the office of the Comptroller of the
ken
TU : committee to be due from postmasters, the credits Treasury. The duplicates of contracts and bids And in four years, of
79,000
At Tampico. 13th ult. brig William, of this port.
Berwick to be served with an attested copy
of the department will stand thus :
Ar.
at
N.
Orleans,
24th,
brig
Florida,
Blaisdell,
The
line
from
Washington
to
Wheeling
is
of said petition and this order thereon, by
Amount of available debts for postages accruing are said to have been consumed in the Treasury
building ; and it was also communicated to us by included in the contract of Stockton & Neill Portsmouth ; Herschel!, Durant, do.
within the quarter ending the 1st day of Jan
Cld. at New Orleans, 30th ult. brig Lima, Lord causing the same to be posted up in three
the officer employed to answer the call, that no in the report of April, 1832. (Doc. 138, p.
London.
’ public places in said town and by causing
uary, 1834,
$83,725
statement
of
extra
allowances
had
been
filed
there
204.) It is not mentioned as a part of the
Sid. from Havana, about 30th ult., brig Caroline, the same to be published in the Kennebunk
Do.
do.
ffor postages accruing
by the present Postmaster General. And the re contract ofReeside and Slaytnaker.
Nason, Cowes.
in the quarter ending the 1st day of
Gazette published at Kennebunk, three weeks
port of the Postmaster General which accompa
Ar. at Providence, 16th, sch. Dorcas-Hawes, Saeo.
April, 1834,
205,704
In his report (Doc. 212, p. 2,) of the 18th
successively, each of the other notices and
nied the President’s Message at the opening of
Ar.
at
Fall
River,
13th,
Polly,
Saco.
Funds deposited in solvent banks
'
‘
31,546 the present Congress, apprizes us that his prior April, 1832, the Postmaster General states
the first of said publications to be thirty days
SPOKEN.
Making the aggregate of credits consid
8th, lat. 39, Ion. 67, brig Richmond Packet, Gould, at least before said fourth Tuesday of August»
reports, as to the liabilities and resources of the that James Reeside is the contractor for car
ered available,
$320,975
Department, are erroneous. Thus the checks, rying the mail from Philadelphia to New from this port, for Porto Rico.
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
The amount of debts due on that day as stated
few and ineffectual as they are, which the law York daily, at an annual compensation of
Copy of said Petition and order thereon,
by the officers ofthe department, was($l,123,600
Ar.
at
Portland,
12th
inst.
sch.
Helena,
Littlejohn,
imposes upon the transactions of the Department,
$6,000 from the fishing ground—3 miles S. ofC. Elizabeth,
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Balance against the department on final settle
having been in a great measure disregarded, or In his report (Doc. 138 p. 186) of
June 14.
picked up 2 men in a small wherry, who had been
ment of all its accounts, would be, except old
rendered abortive, and no certain means being
March 3, 1834, he states the
blown off. They had been out of Saco 3 days when
balances prior to the 1st of Oct. 1833, $803.625
left us to determine the accuracy of the state
fallen in with—boat half full of water—men so much
same contract as twice a day
The above estimate of the sums due from the
Bibles & Testaments.
ments and reports issuing from it, except by caus
exhausted that they bad given up rowing, and were
and the compensation per an
gitates tl“ *
department, is taken entirely upon the credit of
UARTO, Royal Octavo, Pronouncings
ing calculations to be made in all cases where
fast drifting to sea, wind blowing fresh from N. W.
num at
the officers of the bureaux to which the superin
20,500
een ret»«’
Duodecimo and Pocket Bibles, in a
there were data to found them, and by compar
tendence of those accounts properly belong. They
ing
these
reports
with
themselves,
and
with
each
great variety of bindings ; Octavo, Duod'ecU
Making a difference, per annum, of
14,500
rquirj "™.iea Kfl profess to have given them with all practicable acELLOW FLAT CORN, For sale by
mo and Pocket Testaments ; for sale very
authotib68, 11" curacy, and your committee, having no particular
* Law of 1808, v. 2 p. 1092:
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
low by
D. REMICH«
iS#
.>
Teason t0 doubt their correctness, have not gone I t 1825, vol. 3, p. 1088, s. 10.
And in four years, of
$58,000
June 21,1834.
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ITCH OINTMENT.

Mw/ir juedicijves
HE unexampled success of this juvenile nil ANDERSON’S EYE WATER.
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
I SAW ~
Work, which now circulates into every JU* This article is known to surpass all
At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, with
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
state and territory of the Union has encour( for weak and sore eyes. Price 25 cts<
A vision o’er me throw its charm,
in and for the county of York, on the <
others
cation. See directions.
At midnight’s lone and solemn hour-—
the publishers to renewed exertions in per bottle.
first Monday of June, in the year of our aged
j
HE character of this celebrated Oint
The monarch of a mighty clime
making
it
all
that
judicious
Parents
could
1
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the ,
BERWICK, may 1, 1830.
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, .
I saw enthroned in pomp and power—
expect for the amusement and in
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said reasonably
]
This may certify that I have used Ander- :
J speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
And millions worshipped at his nod,
,son’s Eye Water and it cured my eyes in a disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Court:
i struction of Youth.
But yet he was a thing of clay—
It is important to remark, that this Maga few days, which were very sore.
the petition of John Holmes, Esq., a
pimples on the skin. it is also a valuable ar
The cringing serviles and their god,
creditor to the estate of Joshua Traj- zine has become a great favorite in Schools,
OLIVER FERNALD.
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Passed by—they were of yesterday.
ton, late of Shapleigh, in said county, gentle and that judicious Parents and teachers have
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
I saw a youthful warrior win,
man, deceased, praying that administration of discovered that its interesting matter, its spir DR. GALEN’S ANTLBILLOUS PILLS* which are so eminently useful for removing
The most celebrated physic known to all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
With reeking blade, his way to fame,
the estate of said deceased may be granted ited and appropriate engravings, its entire
And panting from the battle’s din,
novelty, added to the circumstance of sweeten the breath. Price 1 dollar per box. A fresh, supply is just received, and for sale by
to
him
the
said
Holmes
:
Demand from History—a name.
All those who have used these pills in va
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no its coming every fortnight fresh from the
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
She turned, and, with a pitying smile,
tice thereof to all persons interested in said press, in convenient and beautiful numbers, rious parts of the country, as well as this city,
Gave the poor boon his claim required—
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
speak
well
of
them.
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be have all conspired to render it unusually at
He gazed upon the Page awhile,
Wholesale
by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed tractive to young readers. It is read with DR. RANDALL’S TOOTH POWDER.
And with a bitter sigh—expired.
and Henshaw <fe Co. Delano & Whitney. Hastings
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks avidity and pleasure ; and the object of school
Is the most perfect remedy for scurvy in Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.P.
I saw the furrowed brow of Care,
successively, that they may appear at a Pro education, so far as it relates to reading under- the gums and it gives a perfect whiteness to Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, end all orders to
With wary hand and jealous arts,
bate Court to be holden at Limerick, in said standingly, acquiring at the same time valua the teeth and prevents them from decaying. be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
Traverse the wave, the land, the air.
county, on the first Monday in July next, at ble portions of knowledge, andean enduring Price 37i cents per box.
For gold, the idol of his heart.
LORD CABOT.
fi^Purchasers must ask for Dr. Randall s
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew taste for reading, is better accomplished by
At lasthe counted o’er his store,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of this interesting periodical, than by any means Tooth Powders prepared by Leader Dam.
Consigned it to the chest and rust,
Tip HIS beautiful and thohitherto attempted.
Death found him at his treasury door,
said petition should not be granted.
GERMAN LIP OR NIPPLE SALVE.
rough bred young
There are now Schools in every part of the
And gave his soulless dust—to dust.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
/ uWBLOOD HORSE, is of an
As this article cures every person so readily,
country
that
take
some
twenty,
some
thirty,
A true copy—Attest,
1 saw young genius on the wing,
elegant dark Chestnut Color,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
some forty, and some as many as sixty-six it meets with a rapid sale. Price 37J cents
The weary wing of restless Thought,
per box. Who would suffer with the former with a star, black main, tail and legs,both
June
7.
copies
of
this
Magazine
;
and
the
Teachers,
Man’s vast empire illuminating,
one and all, recommend its use and impor a day, or with the latter an hour, when this hind feet partially white below the pastern
In flashes with rich sunlight fraught ;
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within tance in the most unequivocal manner, and invaluable medicine will cure them so quick ? joints. He is 6 years old in June next; 15
But pale the while his fair cheek seemed,
and for the County of York, on the first are exerting themselves to increase its circula DR MITCHELL’S CHILBLAIN SALVE, hands high ; with a great share of bone and
. Though others deemed his path so bright,
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord tion.
This is a positive cure
if nifSftused
d according
to>tomuscle.
was the--------unrivalled
And, while they of his glory dreamed,
according
> muscle. HisL.Grandsire
?
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
He vanished in his owh bright light.
37J
per box. Many Horse American Echpse that was sold the
To such as are yet unacquainted with Par directions. JPrice
__ -un
 cents
• 1 1
_ *i Ljot season,
eoounn at
D t tthe
h P. nage
<fa of
nr 19 years,
VPH rs.for
1 0 000
for S$10,000,
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of ley’s Magazine, we would state some of the persons who have used...
this article have said last
J
Fair as the early tint of morn
and
now stands on Long Island, in the State
said Court:
interesting topics that it presents.
that it cured them by a few applications.
5
I saw young beauty blushing stand,
of New-York, for the use of mares, at $100
ATHAN D. APPLETON, administrator
I. Natural History—Of beasts, birds, fishes,
In nature’s loveliest image born,
of the estate of Humphrey Clark, late of reptiles, insects ; plants, flowers, trees ; the' CELEBRATED CHINESE CEMENT. Jthe season. His dam by the celebrated Mor
The sweetest work of nature’s hand—
This article possesses extraordinary adhe- gan
,
Horse. She would trot a mile in two
Waterborough, in said county, yeoman,. de

She smiled among the roses there,
human
frame, &c.
j
and forty-five seconds, and fifteen
In beauty brighter than the flowers,
ceased, having presented his first account of
II. Biography—Especially of the Young. sive properties in cementing all kinds of Chi- minutes
,
She passed—the only relics were
an hour, with ease ; and is now valued
administration of the estate of said deceased
III. Geography—Accounts of places, man. na, Crockery and Glass Ware so firmly that miles
A tombstone gray and faded flowers.
it may be broken in another place sooner than hwh for a brood mare.
for allowance : and Phebe Clark, the only ners, customs, &c.
LORD CABOT
child of said Humphrey Clark, having peti
IV. Travels and Voyages, in various partsj separated from the Cement. It will also
unite horn, bone, shell, ivory, &c. Full ditioned for an allowance out of the personal of the world.
Will be at his Stable in Biddeford, the
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
estate of said deceased :
V. Lively Descriptions of the Curiosities3 rections accompany each phial. For sale present Season, ready to wait upon visitors,
ORDERED—That the said administrator of Nature and Art,—in each of the U. States, wholesale and retail by the proprietor L. Dam, at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, to
THE EFFECTS OF DRINKING ARDENT SPIRITS.
Prince street, Boston, to whom all orders insure a foal. All Mares disposed of within
give notice to all persons interested, by
Alcohol, which, as we have seen, enters causing a copy of this order to be published' and in other countries.
1
VI. Lessons on objects that daily surround must be directed. Those who purchase this a year, will be charged as with foal.
into the composition of ardent spirits in the three weeks successively in the Kennebunk■ Children in the Parlor, Nursery, Garden, &c. article must be careful to enquire for the
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
Chinese Chemical Cement prepared by L.
proportion of more than a half, or 53 per Gazette, printed at Kennebunk* in said coun Accounts of Trades and Employments.
W
e the undersigned, having known Lord
cent., is one of the most active poisons with ty, that they may appear at a Probate
VII. Particular Duties of the Young—to Dam, Prince street, Boston. Price 25 cents Cabot from a colt, do without hesitation pro
per phial.
which we are acquainted. A few drops on Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said coun- Parents, Teachers, Brothers, Sisters, &c.
nounce him a first rate thorough bred Horse,
ipswich, may 30, 1832.
VIII. Bible Lessons and Stories.
the nerve or brain of an animal at first irri ty, on the first Monday in August next, at ten
and well deserving the,patronage of the public.I
certify
that
I
had
a
bottle
of
Chinese
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
IX. Narratives—Such as are well authen
RUFUS BANKS,
gates and afterwards paralyzes it. Taken
Chemical Cement of Mr. Leader Dam, and
STEPHEN LITTLEFIELD,
into the stomach, in large quantity, it dis if any they have, why the said account ticated ; Original Tales.
mended
a
great
number
of
pieces
of
Crockery
should not be allowed, and the said allow
X. Parables, Fables, and Proverbs, where
JERE. MILLIKEN.
plays the most deadly effects—killing with ance made.
Wipe
with
the
same,
to
the
great
satisfaction
the Moral is obvious and excellent.
Biddeford, March 15, 1834.
4m.
awful rapidity.
Thus poisonous when
of
myself
and
friends,
and
can
recommend
Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
XL Poetry—Adapted to the youthful ca
pure, it does not lose its virulence by dilu
A true copy, Attest,
the same to any person as a very valuable ar
pacity and feelings.
WM. Cutter Allen, Register.
tion with water, and a little coloring matter,
XII. Intelligence—Embracing Accounts of ticle for mendingall kinds of ware, either of
ALL 17'8 BRANCHES.
June 7.
and essential oil—constituting ardent spirits.
Juvenile Books, Societies, and Remarkable Crockery or Glass, as it cements it as strong
as
it
ever
was
before
broken.
People need not be told of the raving mad At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within Occurrences.
JABEZ RICHARDS.
Many of the abPve Subjects are illustrated
ness in the first stage, and the apoplectic
and for the county of York, on the first by numerous and beautiful Engravings, pre
EGS leave to inform the inhabitants of
02/^To
whom
it
may
concern. The cel
stupor and insensibility in the second stage
Monday in June, in the year of our Lord pared by the best Artists, and selected not on
-Kennebunk and its vicinity, as well as
ebrated
French
Remedy,
Nos.
1
and
2,
which
of drunkenness from ardent spirit. They
eighteen hundred and thirty four, by the Hon. ly
j with a view to adorn the Work, but to im
the public generally, that he has commenced
are used for the same purpose as Swain’s business at Kennebunk village. He has an
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said \
are also fully aware of the fact that very
prove the Taste, cultivate the Mind, and raise
Court ;
1 the affections of the young to appropriate and Panacea, Potter’s Catholicon, and Hunter’s arrangement by which he will receive the la
many persons have been instantaneously
the petition of Sarah Mason, admin worthy objects. We would make them bet Pills; the difference is this ; a few days is test fashions from Boston, New-York, and
killed by an obstinate resolve, for a wager <
istratrix
of the estate of Simon Mason, ter children, better brothers, better sisters, only required to effect a cure, whereas the other places, immediately after their introduc
or some trifling object, to swallow at a late of Kennebunk-port,
in said county, de better pupils, better associates, and, in the others are weeks, and even months, curing tion .■
draught a large quantity of whiskey, or rum, '
the same. Price 1 50 per bottle. For sale
ceased, representing that the personal estate end, better citizens.
By this, the employment of the best work
wholesale aud retail by Trott & Co. 128 men, and a prompt attention to the calls of
or gin.
, of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the
This
Magazine
comes
out
every
other
Sat

State
st.
Boston
to
whom
all
orders
must
be*
Nor can it be alledged, that a poison just debts which he owed at the time of his
his customers, he hopes to merit and receive
urday, and is sent to any part of the United
thus quick to kill when taken in large doses, ideath by the sum of three hundred dollars, States, by mail.—Price, One Dollar a year, in addressed.
a portion of public patronage.
PRUSSIAN WASH FOR WARTS.
Should any doubt his skill, will they but
will display other than a poisonous operation ;and praying for a license to sell and convey advance.—6copies for $5 ; 20 copies for $15;
This article is worthy of notice, as it will afford him an opportunity, he will, by a good
when taken in smaller quantities.
The so
i much of the real estate of said deceased, or 25 quarterly parts for $5.—Postage three
person who uses it daily in the form of bit- as
1 may be necessary for the payment of said quarters of a cent, if under 100 miles, one cure all the warts on the hands in two weeks, fit and faithful execution, endeavor to removedebts and incidental charges :
ters, or sling, or grog, or punch, or toddy, 1 ORDERED—That the petitioner give no cent and a quarter only for the greatest dis if used ten times a day. Price 25 cents per their scruples. All garments warranted tobottle. Mr. Dam has sold more than one suit.
LILLY, WAIT, & Co., Boston.
or in any other guise, as a drink, brings on tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and tance.
hundred dozen of this wash the last season
Ladies’ Habits cut in- a fashionable style, and
June
7.
himself increased and uncomfortable heat, to all persons interested in said estate, by
and it continues to sell rapidly.
other cutting will b© attended to with prompt
and thirst, headache, painful palpitations of causing a copy of this order to be published
BOTANICAL HYGEIAN
ness.
GERMAN HEADACHE POWDERS.
the heart, in fact, a daily fever, irregular, in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
(ff^The Summer fashions will be received
IPegetable
Will
cure
any
person
of
the
headache
in
a
a few days.
and often lost appetite, indigestion, disturb nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
Universal
Medicine.
few minutes, and the proprietor has sold in in Kennebunk,
April 4,1834.
3m.
ed sleep by night, tremors and anxiety by sively, that they may appear at a Probate
two years nearly six thousand bottles of this
Court
to
be
holden
at
Limerick,
in
said
HIS compound vegetable matter con- article.
.
day, weakness of the different senses, as of
Price 37£ cents per bottle. Every
county, on the first Monday in July next, at
sists of eight different articles only, and person
,
who is afflicted with the headache
sight, hearing, and taste, disorders of the ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
BACON* &c.
is warranted free from any mercurial will
or ■please to try it, and they will recommend
skin and kidneys, liver, and stomach, brain cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
chymical substances, all of which are consid it to all their friends.
and nervous system. He becomes more said petition should not be granted.
Miller & Hall
ered detrimental to those who take them.
DR. DUPEE’S SEA-SICKNESS PLAS
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
liable to, or actually suffers from one or
AVE'just received a lot of Bacon, ¡is
This medicine consists of two kinds of
TER.
A true copy,—Attest,
more of the following diseases : heartburn,
fine order, also fresh Figs,. Box Raisins
Pills put up in one box with a parting, and
This is the only article which has been of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and Castana Nuts.
flatulence, and gnawing pain of the stom
designated
by
No.
1
and
2
;
the
No.
1
is
the
fered
to
Americans
which
could
be
depended
June 7.
May 23, 1834.
largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a upon as a remedy and preveptative ; but it
ach, often vomiting, costiveness, or at times
troublesome looseness of the bowels, inflam COMMISSIONERS5 NOTICE^ bill of directions and a blue paper strap wound should be applied before a person goes on
mation of the liver, and jaundice, dropsy of FjpHE subscribers, appointed by the Judge lengthwise over the box with a flowered label board the vessel, and they never will be sea
the abdomen, chest, or of the whole body, A of Probate for the County of York, on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni sick until they remove it from the body. The
Medicine. This vegetable compound directions should be strictly followed. To
OULD inform his-friends and the pub
enlargements and other affections of the Commissioners to receive and examine the versal
is warranted good in all cases where any prevent counterfeits, [as this article sells so
lic that he has; removed to the store'
heart, asthma, bastard pleurisy ; gravel and claims of the creditors to the estate of
thing of the nature of a good Cathartic is rapidly,] Mr. Dam has signed every Label
formerly occupied by Messrs. D. Wise & Co.,inflammation of the bladder, incurable erup
PORTER SANDS,
wanted. The oldest and youngest may take in his hand writing, and no other can be gen next door to Messrs. J. & I. Lord’s, where'
tions and sores on the skin ; tremors and late of Kennebunk, in said County, deceased, it without harm, or danger of taking cold, uine. For all directions see the inside wrap he is opening a good assortment of
convulsions, disposition altered, morose represented insolvent, and six months being without altering diet or dress from accustom per. You must remove the outside wrapper JTew
Seasonable G-OOHS,.
ness, suspicion, hypochondriasis, and insan allowed for the creditors to bring in and prove ed habits. This medicine is sure to give sat with great care, so as not to injure the inside.
their claims, hereby give notice that they will isfaction to all the world if rightly adminis Price 2,50 per box—and accompanying arti which he will sell low for Cash or Country
ityProduce.
Few addicted to the habitual drinking of attend for that purpose at the office of John tered. It does not require the aid of any cles. For sale by the proprietor, 28 Prince
Kennebunk, May 23s, 1834.
Frost, in said Kennebunk, on the last Sat other medicines. In common cases it should Street, and Trott"& Co., Druggists, No. 128,
ardent spirits can promise themselves a long urday of June inst. and on the last Saturdays be used as medicine, and not as food as some
State
Street,
Boston.
NOTICE TO RHEUMATIC
life. The few out of the crowd of tipplers, of the five following months from 2 till 5 other medicines are.
For sale in Portland, Wholesale and ReSail,
who, from uncommon strength of constitu o’clock P. M. of each of said days.
The subscriber respectfully invites the pub by William C. Mitchell & Co., Coe & Son,
tion, attain to longevity, have been appro
JOHN FROST,
lic to call on him and try this medicine. The Joshua Durgin, Henry K. Hinkley, David
WM. W. WISE.
public may rest assured that every article in Griffith, Middle-street. In Kennebunk-port,
priately enough called the devil’s decoys.
ERSONS suffering under Rheumatic Af
Kennebunk, June 5,1834.
this medicine has been thoroughly tried and by Andrew Luques ; in Wells, by Joseph
fections are respectfully assured tha i
They mislead the devotee of the bottle, who•
found to be as good as any thing that can be Wilson ; in York, by Andrew Clark ; in they can obtain of the proprietor and his- :
blind to the fate of the immense majority of
found in any country. Any one that wishes Gorham, by J. H. & S. C. Clements ; in agents a safe and admirable remedy for
drunkards, thinks he shall gain the prize,
for medicine, and are not able or willing to Limington, by James McArthur, Esq. ; RHEUMATISM, however obstinate the’
Tajman. Kennebunk-port
which to the blanks of a premature and dis
purchase, are invited to call and take some in Limerick, by Stimpson & Co. ; in New disorder may be, and in all its different I
Hollis., Kiddeford & Saco. for
graceful death, are one to ten thousand.
trial, without money or price. Put up in field, by John Adams; in Waterborough,
ALL persons indebted to Dr. LEVI J. a warranted
uniform manner in Providence, by Dr. James Pierce ; in Alfred, by Nathan stages.
HAM,
in
either
of
the
above
named
Young men beware !—Last week, we
R. I. by
S. PIKE.
Kendall; in Sanford, by J. W. Bodwell,-Esq.;
None are genuine unless signed in the sub in South Berwick, by Doctors Trafton and
saw a well dressed, fine looking young man, towns, are hereby notified that he has left his
demands at the office of Wm. C. Allen, Esq. scriber’s hand writing.
with a cane and other trappings of gentili^i, in Alfred, for collection.
Parker ; at Great Falls, by Dr. Wingate ; in
LEADER DAM, No. 29, Prince Street, Dover by John H. Wheeler and A. A. Tufts ; will-afford immediate relief xto the patient,- 1
lying in a muddy gutter, Vine street, too
June 2.
Boston, is appointed Agent for the sale of the at Lamprey River by Doctors Kittredge and and has sometimes been attended with such *
drunk to proceed farther. On being helped
above medicine, at wholesale and retail, for Blodgett; in Portsmouth, by David Kimball; extraordinary success as to cure the most j
ORN for sale, by the subscriber.
up he brushed his muddy clothes and en
WM. LORD. S. Pike of Providence, and by the following in Exeter, by N. Gilman and Moses ; in distressing Rheumatism in twenty-four '
deavored to affect the gentleman, but he
persons only at retail: Samuel Andrews, Haverhill, by Dr. Haseltine ; in Methuen,- by hours, even when of years standing.
June
3,
1834.
could only stagger a few steps, when the at
Seth W. Fowle, Joseph T. Brown, Wm. L. J. Dearborn, Baldwin and Goodwin ; in An
This highly valuable Liniment isrecom-r
traction of gravitation proved too strong for
Richardson, Ashel Boyden, Benjamin Hig dover, by A. Abbot; at Hallowell, by Robin
FLOUR.
his rum-steeped muscles. He was a student
gins, Erastus S. Holden, Charles French, son and Page ; at Augusta, by Willard Snell, mended with a confidence founded on the
El BBLS, superfine flour,
of----- in this city. Pity the poor fellow
Ambrose Seaton, Pearson and Rowland, Tappan and Mann ; at Bath, by J. Ellsworth ; experience of many years, not only as a*
For sale by
WM. LORD.
Charles Holbrook, Whitwell and Richards.
had not joined a temperance society, in his
June 6, 1834.
at Bangor, by Hall and Holden ; at Hamden, cure for that excrutiating disease, but as an
For Sale, wholesale and retail, in Portland, by Stetsons ; at Machias, by Foster and Nor excellent application for Stiffness of the'
childhood ! How long will the communi
heather Preservative^ &c. by Wm. C. Mitchell & Co. Joshua Durgin, ton ; at Saccarappa, by B. M. Edwards & Co. Joints, Numbness, Sprains, Chilblains, tyc.
ty slumber over the grog-selling business,
John Coe, Henry K. Hinkley and David
*%Nohe genuine unless signed on the ,
July 13, 1833.
which is ruining so many of our fellow citi
“CARTRIDGES’ LEATHER PRESER- Griffith, Middle street; in Kennebunk-port,outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
zens ?— Cincinnati Journal.
i VATIVE, for Harnesses, Chaise tops, by Andrew Luques; in Wells, by Joseph
Commissioners5 «TVoiiee.
etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to*
Wilson; in York, by Andrew Clark ; in
&c. 1 gross Partridges’ Paste Blacking.
HE subscribers having been appointed the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,There rs one fact which can be proved in a
Gorham,
by
J.
H.
and
S.
C.
Clements
;;
For sale by
D. REMICH.
by the Judge of Probate for the Coun with all the other u Conway Medicines,i
in Limington,. by James McArthur, Esq.;
thousand ways, that as a man becomes the
May 24, 1834.
ty of York to receive and examine the claims
at his counting Room, No. 99, next door tor
in
Newfield,
by
John
Adams
;
in
Alfred,
slave of intemperance, his labor, considering
by Nathan Kendall ; in South-Berwick, of the creditors of
J. Kidder’s DrugStore, corner of Court
his intervals of idleness, his diminished skill,
CORN & RYE
MARY SAYWARD,
by Doctors Trafton and Parker ; in Limerick,,
& Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos
FOR SALE BY
the subordinate kind of employment t® which
by Stimpson & Co. ; in Dover, by John II. Fate ot York, in said county, widow, deceased, ton ;—& also, by his special appointment,
JAMES
&
ISAAC
LORD.
he is put, and the mischiefs, voluntary and
(•.whose
estate
is
represented
insolvent,)
here

Wheeler and A. A. Tufts; at Great Falls, by
May 24,1834.
by
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
involuntary, which he is perpetually com
Dr. Wingate, and by most Dealers who pur- by give notice that six months, commencing
mitting, has not more than one third the
ORTCKRICO MOLASSES, SUGAR.r chase L. Dam’s medicines, in all of the New- the 5th day of May, 1834, have been allowed
to said creditors to bring in and prove their
NOTICE
value of that of a temperate man. Taking
& COFFEE. For sale by
England States.
claims ; and that we will attend- the service
July 13,1833.
into view the shortened period of his life and
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
HE
subscriber
having contracted with
assigned us at the dwelling-house of Alexan
May 24,1834.
the fact, that if he approach advanced age,
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
der McIntire, in York aforesaid, on the first
Temperance Tales.
he is disabled and broken down, and w£ do
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
Tuesday in June next, and the first Tuesdays’
The Christian’s Pattern:
not believe that an intelligent farmer or me
of the five following months from 4 o’clock notice that he has made suitable provision for
O. 1.—My Mother’s Gold Ring.
R
Pious
Reflections
for
every
day
in
the
them at the town Work-House, and hereby
chanic can be anywhere found, who would
No. 2.—Wild Dick land Good Little to 6 o’clock in the afternoon of said days.
month. Collected chiefly from Thomas I
Dated the 5th day of May, in the year of forbids all persons- harboring or trusting any
hire an intemperate man, at the age of twenty,
Robin.
a Kempis, with additions. By Edward Up

Lord one thousand eight hundred anff of the Paupers of saiff town, as he is deter-thirty, or forty years,ybr the rest of his life, ham. Reprinted from the London edition.
No. 3.—I am afraid there is a God.
mined to pay no bill for their support.
thirty-four.
No. 4.—A Sectarian Thing.—For sale by
and give one sixth part so much for all his This day published and for sale by
ALEXANDER G. FURNALff
ALEX.
MclNTIRE,,
D.
REMICH.
future services as he would for those of a
D. REMICH.
THO
’
S.
SAVAGE.
Kennebunk,
May I,. 183L
May 24,1834.
Kennebunk, April 15,1834.
temperate man.
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